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Explaining 
complex mat
ters by using 
 images – and 
image/word 
combinations  

– feels natural 
and intuitive

2.4

Infographics and data visualization
Visual explanations
Over the years, infographics have been on quite a few rollercoaster rides, regarding 
their use and popularity in mass media. The many different labels which we have put 
on the genre during the last three or four decades suggest how it has alternated be-
tween being trendy and popular and then all but forgotten for a while – only to resur-
face in a slightly adjusted version and with a new catchy name.
 The varying terms are partly due to uncertainty regarding the definition. Because 
what is infographics? Is it different from “data visualization” or are they just two terms 
for the same thing? And, when you get down to it: Are there ways to combine visuals 
and words that are not infographics?
 One reason why the definition of infographics remains a topic of discussion may be 
that the history of mankind contains so many different examples of “verbo-visual” 
communication – messages in which verbal and visual  means of expression are com-
bined – all around the globe and through all ages.
 No matter if you declare cave paintings the first known examples or if you think the 
Egyptians, the Mayas, the embroiderers of the Bayeux tapestry, Leonardo da Vinci, 
Descartes, William Playfair, or Florence Nightingale deserve the credit for “inventing” 
infographics, most people will agree that explaining complex matters by using  images 

– and image/word combinations – feels natural and intuitive. And if done well, it can 
help getting the message across quite effectively.
 But isn’t there a risk that the definition becomes so broad that it will stop making 
sense and lose its utility? Can any combination of images and words be labeled “info-
graphics”?
 The answer is no. But the requirements for earning the label have nothing to do with 
using specific components, such as “text” and “drawing”, or with a certain look or 
production method. Some people might not think of the two original and unconven-
tional examples on the opposite page as infographics. Nevertheless, both of them are 

– as they explain things by combining visuals and words.
 The key lies in the word “explain”. An infographic is a verbo-visual explanation.
 Let me give you an example. Try reading the sentence below – and read it again 
until you are absolutely positive that you have understood the issue:
 “According to law, a heterosexual woman with infertile eggs may receive sperm from 
her male partner and donor eggs from another woman to become pregnant, whereas 
a lesbian with infertile eggs is not allowed to receive eggs from her female partner and 
sperm from a donor – even though, in both cases, only the partner and not the impreg-
nated woman will become genetically related to the child”.
 A bit tricky, wasn’t it?
 Unless you have prior knowledge on the subject, it will demand a lot of system 2 
thinking to understand this just by reading the words.
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Jeg 
undervurderer 

på ingen måde 
den opgave, 
jeg står over for
Robert Dudley, der overtager direktørstolen i BP

Her er 500 cm Så meget plads lever en kylling på, når den er 40 dage og vejer 2 kilo2Forsvaret
undersøger
sig selv

F orsvarets Auditørkorps undlod at
tage til Afghanistan for at efterfor-
ske danske soldaters angivelige

drab på en femårig pige i oktober i fjor. 
I stedet overlod auditørerne det til det

danske militærpoliti i Helmandprovin-
sen at afhøre soldater og ofrets familie. Af-
høringerne blev sendt til auditørerne,
som i en rapport i sidste måned frikendte
soldaterne for at have gjort noget forkert.

Fremgangsmåden bliver nu kritiseret
af flere politikere.

»Det er ikke nogen betryggende proce-
dure. Auditørerne har netop en uafhæn-
gig status, og det har militærpolitiet ikke.
Så her taler vi altså om, at militæret har
undersøgt sig selv«, siger de radikales for-
svarsordfører, Niels Helveg Petersen, og
bliver bakket op af SF og Enhedslisten. 

De kræver en forklaring fra forsvarsmi-
nister Gitte Lillelund Bech (V). 

Vicegeneralauditør Michael Jørgensen
kalder det for normal praksis og forsva-
rer, at auditørerne ikke selv tog til Afgha-
nistan: »Alternativet var, at vi skulle sætte
os på et fly, og så kunne der nemt gå en
uge, før vi kunne foretage afhøringerne«.

Også juraprofessor ved Københavns
Universitet Eva Smith undrer sig: »Det vil-
le have været rimeligt at sende en person
derned for at undersøge, hvad der var fo-
regået. Men det er svært at kritisere sagen,
når jeg ikke kender den i detaljer«.

Forskellige forklaringer på drab
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CLAUS BLOK THOMSEN 
OG MARTIN AAGAARD

Auditørkorpset kritiseres
for at lade militæret selv
undersøge drab på femårig.

At forvandle gamle regnskaber og protokoller til
fantastiske og levende historier om uvenskaber,
bizarre alliancer og dulgte intriger kræver særlige
evner. Dem er historikeren dr.phil. Mikael Venge i
besiddelse af. Og det gør hans digre værk – på 2,7
kilo – om Vemmetofte Kloster yderst læseværdig
for enhver med interesse for dansk historie. Sådan

lyder dommen fra Politikens an-
melder, Steffen Heiberg.2
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Endelig bliver en af 
Cambodjas bødler straffet

Bødlen Kaing Guek Eav – alias
Duch – får 35 års fængsel for
forbrydelser mod menneske-

heden i Cambodja.
Selve forbrydelsen kan ikke gøres

op i passende straf. Manden har haft
ansvar og medansvar for tortur og
drab på omkring 14.000 mennesker
– mænd, kvinder, børn – i Tuol Sleng-
fængslet under de såkaldte Røde
Khmerers rædselsregime.

MEN DOMMEN er afgørende både
for Cambodja og for det internatio-
nale samfund, fordi det er den før-
ste domfældelse ved det internatio-
nale krigsforbrydertribunal i
Phnom Penh.

For cambodjanerne giver dom-
men endelig håb om, at bødlerne
og de ansvarlige for et ufatteligt
massemord vil blive straffet.

Det internationale samfund bli-
ver med dommen mindet om, at
storforbrydere kan stilles for en
domstol. Det er et vigtigt signal så-
vel til lande som Sudan, der nægter
at udlevere de politisk ansvarlige
for myrderierne i Darfurprovinsen,
som til andre samfund, hvor magt-
havere måtte tro sig hævet over 
loven.

DUCH VAR chef i fængslet kaldet
S-21, hvor De Røde Khmerer inde-
spærrede og myrdede systemkriti-
kere og andre ’fjender’ af deres bon-
derevolution. Fangerne blev torte-
ret på klassisk vis for at fremtvinge
’tilståelser’ for indbildte forbrydel-
ser mod regimet og derpå slået
ihjel, mange med knive og stokke
for at spare ammunition.

Den nu endelig dømte, som blev
fanget i 1999 og derfor allerede har
tilbragt 11 år i fængsel, var medlem
af topledelsen for de såkaldte Røde
Khmerer. 

Deres regime fordrev i årene 1975-
79 indbyggerne fra Cambodjas sto-
re byer, oprettede arbejds- og rene
kz-lejre på landet og myrdede mel-
lem 1,5 og 2 millioner mennesker.

Kun omkring 12 mennesker af de
17.000, der blev sendt til Tuol Sleng-
fængslet, overlevede. Den nu 67-åri-
ge Duch har – ikke ulig den type for-
brydere – gjort gældende, at han
»blot fulgte ordrer« oppefra. Han
har skiftet religion til kristendom-
men, som rummer mulighed for 
soning og syndsforladelse. Han 
siger, at han har fortrudt.

Det internationale tribunal i
Phnom Penh kan ikke give hverken
de døde eller de efterladte nogen
meningsfuld retfærdighed.

Selve domfældelsen ’skyldig!’ og
’fængsel’ er det, der kunne og burde
siges. Nu er det sagt. aj

Masse-
morder

politiken mener

VEJRET I de østlige egne
tørt med sol. Ellers skyet
med byger. 17 til 23 grader
og let til frisk vind. 

Opret flere studiepladser! Sådan lød det i et brev
fra videnskabsminister Charlotte Sahl-Madsen (K)
til landets universiteter, da rekordmange ansøg-
ninger strømmede ind i begyndelsen af juli. Men
universiteterne har kun været i stand til at oprette
ganske få ekstra pladser hen over sommerferien.
Ministeren afviser dog at være skuffet. »Jeg ser lige

så meget brevet som oplæg til en
dialog om næste år«, siger hun.1

Minister får en håndfuld
flere studiepladser

danmark
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Hvad sker der, hvis man skriver digte på en blan-
ding af dansk, fransk, amerikansk og spansk? Det
gør Peter Wessel i digtsamlingen ’Polyfonias’, og
det har givet ham litterær stjernestatus i Spanien.
Hans digte er ikke skrevet til den litterære elite,
men til flersprogede europæere og indvandrere,
der af alle mulige grunde slår sig ned i fremmede

kulturer. Interview med den 59-åri-
ge danske digter, der bor i Madrid. 2

Danish digter avec 
succes a España

Kultur
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Eksperter: Huspriser vil falde 20 pct.

M anden, der før nogen anden fik
øje på boligboblen i Danmark,
forudser et nyt stort prisfald.

Inden for tre år dykker priserne igen,
og faldet kan blive på over 20 procent. Det
viser en ny analyse fra professor Jakob
Brøchner Madsen, der netop er vendt
hjem til CBS efter flere års ophold på et
universitet i Australien:

»Efter min vurdering skal priserne

mindst 20 procent længere ned, end de er
i dag. Markedet er fortsat overvurderet,
når man ser på udviklingen i huspriserne
gennem de seneste 100 år. De har altid
svinget op og ned, men det har folk en
tendens til at glemme. Det er svært at si-
ge, hvornår prisfaldet præcis sætter ind,
men mit bud er inden for de næste tre år«.

Jakob Brøchner Madsens analyse byg-
ger på data for prisudviklingen siden 1936
og viser, at priserne senest svingede over
periodens middelniveau i 1998. Siden har
priserne ligget langt over. Og trods de se-

neste års fald er de ikke nået længere ned
end niveauet for 2005, hvorfra de nu sti-
ger en smule. 

Analysen bakkes op af lektor Jens Lun-
de, CBS, som har set beregningerne: 

»Folk går rundt og tror, at nu skal de kø-
be, men som beregningen viser, er vi
langt over det langsigtede ligevægts-
niveau. Vi kan ikke regne med at fasthol-
de det aktuelle prisniveau, for vi kan ikke i
længden holde renten lav«.

Nye tal viser ellers, at boligpriserne nu
er svagt stigende, og det får ejendoms-
mæglere og realkreditinstitutter til at
melde, at boligmarkedet er vendt. Ifølge
Brøchner Madsens beregninger er priser-
ne imidlertid blot landet på et midlerti-
digt niveau, som holdes oppe af kunstigt
lave renter.

»Hele verdensøkonomien hænger i en
tynd tråd, og kun renter tæt på nul pro-
cent holder os oppe. Vi har aldrig set så lav
rente i så lang tid, og det kan umuligt bli-
ve ved. Den lave rente har fået mange til at
vælge korte, variabelt forrentede lån, og
mange har fået en illusion om, at renten
vil være permanent lav. Det kan blive gru-
somt for dem, når renten stiger«, siger Ja-
kob Brøchner Madsen.

Han peger på, at investorer på et tids-
punkt vil få nok af de lave renter og sætte
deres penge i aktier i stedet for obligatio-
ner. Hvis lande som Kina sælger ud af de-
res mange amerikanske statsobligatio-
ner, vil det tvinge USA til at sætte renten
op, vurderer Brøchner Madsen.

Hos realkreditinstitutterne tror man
imidlertid ikke på, at boligpriserne falder.

»Det kan jeg ikke skrive under på. Vi ser
mange faktorer, der viser, at priserne har
bidt sig fast, og det ser ikke ud til at være
noget forbigående«, siger vicedirektør i
Realkreditrådet Jan Knøsgaard.

At Brøchner Madsen før har forudsagt
store prisfald, giver ikke grund til særlig
opmærksomhed, mener han: »Jeg har al-
drig rigtig forstået hans model. Jeg tror
på, at folks indkomstgrundlag er afgøren-
de for, hvordan boligpriserne udvikler
sig. Med skattereformen har mange fået
bedre disponible indkomster, så det taler
for opadgående priser«.
per.thiemann@pol.dk

hans.davidsen@pol.dk

Profetisk professor spår ny nedtur
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PER THIEMANN 
OG HANS DAVIDSEN-NIELSEN

Boligprisernes fald er standset, men inden for 3 år
går bunden ud igen. Det vurderer bl.a. professor 
Jakob Brøchner Madsen, som forudså bolignedturen.
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Robotstøvsuger
TYPISK PRIS

2.500-3.000 kr.

15 minutter

TID SPARET FOR HJEMMEHJÆLPEN 
PER BESØG I FAVRSKOV KOMMUNE

PENGE SPARET PÅ ET ÅR, BILLUND KOMMUNE

1 million kroner

EFFEKTIVITET
92 %
53 %

(de bedste modeller)

Robotstøvsugere støjer ikke mere end normale 
støvsugere, men skal køre i længere tid

(de dårligste modeller)
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D et kan være i strid med loven, når
Mariagerfjord Kommune tvinger
sine ældre borgere til selv at an-

skaffe sig de omdiskuterede robotstøvsu-
gere. Alligevel fortsætter kommunen
uanfægtet sine planer om at pålægge 600
borgere at investere i robotstøvsugere.

»Vi kører videre, indtil vi eventuelt måt-
te blive stoppet«, siger formanden for
sundheds- og omsorgsudvalget i Mari-
agerfjord Kommune, Poul Bergmann. 

Mariagerfjord Kommune har i dag
1.200 borgere, der får hjælp til støvsug-
ningen i hjemmet. Kommunen skønner,
at halvdelen af dem om et par måneder
vil få frataget deres hjælp og være tvunget
til at købe en robotstøvsuger, hvis de vil
have gjort rent i hjemmet fremover. 

»Pengene slår ikke til. Der bliver flere
ældre, og det bliver vanskeligere at tilgo-
dese alle. Derfor skal vi udnytte de ny vel-
færdsteknologier«, siger Poul Bergmann.
Han forsikrer, at de borgere, der er meget
dårligt stillet økonomisk, vil kunne få til-
skud eller helt få betalt robotstøvsugeren,
men han forventer, at det er et fåtal. Han
kan dog ikke sige på nuværende tids-

punkt, hvor fattig en borger skal være for
at få økonomisk støtte.

Mariagerfjord er bare én ud af adskilli-
ge kommuner, som snuser til grænsen
for, hvordan man tvinger mandskabsbe-
sparende velfærdsteknologi igennem
hos borgerne.

Som Politiken fortalte i går, vil økono-
mi- og indenrigsminister Margrethe Vest-
ager (R) række de teknologiglade kom-
muner en hjælpende hånd. Dels vil hun
undersøge, om de gældende bestemmel-
ser hindrer kommunerne i at kræve, at
ældre selv skal anskaffe sig robotstøvsu-
gere og selv skaffe nullermændene af ve-
jen. Og hvis der er knaster i paragrafferne,
vil ministeren arbejde for at lovliggøre
tvangsprincippet.

Lektor i socialret på Aalborg Universitet
John Klausen kalder det »tvivlsomt«, om
kommunerne er på lovlig grund. Han un-
derstreger, at det ikke handler om, hvor-
vidt hjemmehjælpsmodtagerne har råd
til en robotstøvsuger eller ej – for hvis de
ikke har pengene, kan de søge kommu-
nen om økonomisk støtte. 

»Men der er to principper her, som står
fast: Kommunen skal yde hjælp til nød-
vendige praktisk opgaver, og der skal ske
en konkret og individuel vurdering af
borgeren. Der er ikke noget i loven, der
lægger op til, at man i stedet for disse to
principper kan henvise borgerne til at kø-
be teknologiske hjælpemidler, som ligger
ud over, hvad man kan forvente, at de har
i forvejen«, siger John Klausen. Andre me-
ner, at det er lovgrundlag for at tvangsin-
drullere robotstøvsugerne i borgernes
hjem. Det gælder byrådet i Billund Kom-
mune, som for et år siden besluttede, at
det var slut med almindelig hjemmehjæl-
perstøvsugning – nu skulle robotterne til.

I en række tilfælde har kommu-
nen sagt, at det skulle være for
borgernes regning, og i en
konkret sag fik Billund Kom-
mune medhold i Det Soci-
ale Nævn. Den sag plus
endnu én er nu til overve-
jelse hos Ankestyrelsen,
som forventes at komme
med en principiel afgørelse
senere på året.

Ældrerådet i Billund har
protesteret over den politik.

»Vi finder det ikke rimeligt
med tvang, og der er mange, der ik-
ke har råd til sådan en. Man skal jo ikke
købe dem, der kun koster 900 kroner, for
de er ikke særlig gode«, siger Hans Han-
sen fra Ældrerådet, der dog også indrøm-
mer, at de fleste borgere, som nu har fået
robotstøvsuger, faktisk er blevet »ret til-
fredse« efter at have vænnet sig til maski-
nerne.

Støv under lænestolene
I Mariagerfjord Kommune er Jytte Lemvig
Sørensen på 68 år og hendes mand, Søren
Sørensen, nogle af de ældre borgere, der
kan risikere at få frataget deres støvsug-
ning. Ingen af de to er i stand til selv at
støvsuge, og udgiften på 3.000 kroner til
en robotstøvsuger virker uoverkomme-
lig. Ægteparret lever nemlig af deres fol-
kepension, som hver måned giver dem en
samlet indkomst på 10.000 efter skat,
hvor der skal modregnes husleje, vand,
varme og affald.

»Vi har kun 2.000 kroner at gøre med
om måneden, når de faste udgifter betalt.
Så der vil være halvanden måned, hvor vi
slet ikke ville kunne bruge penge på an-
dre ting som mad, medicin og andre for-

nødenheder«, siger Jytte Lemvig Sø-
rensen.

Men selv om ægteparret skulle
være heldige at få tilskud til ro-
botstøvsugeren, er Jytte Lem-
vig Sørensen stadig imod ord-
ningen. Hun mener nemlig ik-
ke, at den vil kunne gøre or-
dentligt rent i deres lille hjem,

hvor møblerne fylder godt.
»Den vil slet ikke kunne arbej-

de her. Mellem stolebenene på
vores spisebordstole er der nogle

pinde, som den ikke kan komme ind
under. Og sofaen og lænestolen kan

den heller ikke komme ind under. Robot-
støvsugere er til store huse, lange gange
og kontorer, hvor de kan komme til«. 

Odense Kommune er også ved at gen-
vurdere borgernes rengøringsbehov og
deres muligheder for at betjene en robot.
Kommunen forventer, at mindst hver
tredje, der i dag får hjælp, selv kommer til
at købe en støvsuger.

Aarhus Kommune er i gang med en til-
svarende proces. Formand for fagorgani-
sationen FOA i Aarhus Kirsten Normann
Andersen vurderer, at mange tusinde æl-
dre nu vil blive henvist til egen robot, for-
di sparemålet på over fem millioner kro-
ner skal nås.

»Men det er ikke realistisk, at så mange
borgere, som jo er henvist til ældrepleje,
fordi de er svage, kan klare sig med en ro-
botstøvsuger. De skal betjenes nede ved
gulvet, hvor mange ikke kan nå ned, de
hænger fast i ledninger og bordben, de
skal renses og meget andet«, siger Kirsten
Normann Andersen.

Andre kommuner går den anden vej.
Formanden for Udvalget for Sundhed og
Socialservice i Horsens, Charlotte Juhl An-
dersen (S), siger, at der næsten intet er at
spare, og at kommunen derfor ikke indfø-
rer robotstøvsugere.

»Hvis fru Pedersen er visiteret til 20 mi-
nutters rengøring, er det ikke målbart,
når 2-3 minutter af den tid er støvsug-
ning«, siger Charlotte Juhl Andersen, der
mener, at kommuner, som regner med
store besparelser, kun opnår det ved sam-
tidig at skrue ned for serviceniveauet. 
flemming.christiansen@pol.dk

ældrepleje

En række kommuner 
pålægger deres ældre 
borgere at købe robot-
støvsugere. Men det kan
være på kant med loven.

FLEMMING CHRISTIANSEN, KATRINE JO
ANDERSEN OG KIRSTEN NILSSON

Robotterne vælter ind hos ældre i hele landet
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Smuttur til sneen 
i Sydsverige

Altid en afgang der passer

Tag en tur til Vallåsen eller Isaberg fredag, lørdag eller søndag.
Køb en 1-dagsbillet online til personbil DKK 236,- på scandlines.dk
– og kom i form til skiferien.
Se mere om skiføret på: vallasen.se og isaberg.com

Onlinepris frakr. 118,-pr. vej 

Vi sejler hvert 15. minut.
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HVORDAN SKAL DIN SENG VÆRE?

Kontinentalsenge 
Boxmadrasser

Naturlatexmadrasser
Elevationssenge

Viskoelastiske madrasser 
Kontinentalsenge 

Boxmadrasser 
Elevationssenge

Springmadrasser
Boxmadrasser 

Leveres i alle størrelser

KØB IKKE EN PRIS!
Vi sælger ikke priser men de bedste 

løsninger til den rigtige pris
UNDGÅ FEJLKØB

Ring og bestil tid hos en 
af vores senge specialister

S E N G E S I D E N 1 9 5 0
Viden gør en forskel

Århusgade 85, Østerbro, Tlf. 35 42 78 20 Åbent: man-torsdag 10-17.30 - fredag 10.00-18.00 - lørdag 10-14 

www.schwarz.dk

SØNDAGS-
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•  Den perfekte partner til dit
hæve/sænke bord.

•  Til høj som lav, højdejustering
fra 51-84 cm.

•  Bærehåndtag gør muvman
let at fl ytte.

•  Kontrolleret, harmonisk
bevægelighed.

• Super blødt mikrofi ber sæde.
• Prøv gratis* i 8 Dage

Bestil din muvman på
www.swopper.dk

Jørgen P. ApS • Bjerringbrovej 143 • 2610 
Rødovre • Tlf: 44 94 52 44 • Mail:jp@jpe.dk
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UDSALG!

SKO-
PLYNDRING

fra i morgen kl. 10

Spar 50%
Alle vore 
smukke 

sko, støvler,
tasker og 

accessories fra 
efterår/vinter er 

nedsat og sælges 
nu til 1/2 pris.

IB BALSCHMIDT
SKØNNE SKO

Ordrupvej 64, Charlottenlund
Tlf. 39 63 50 51

EKSTRA

FRANSKE VINDAGE
Vinhandlerne vil stå klar til at fortælle om de spændende vine fra hele 
Frankrig og du har mulighed for at smage på over 200 forskellige vine.
Der er sørget for rigeligt med gratis brød til at ’nulstille’ smagsløgene 
mellem de mange vine og der er mulighed for at købe små lækre 
franske anretninger til yderst rimelige priser.
Fredag 3. og lørdag 4. februar kl. 13-16 og kl. 17-20.
Pressen, Politiken, Vester Voldgade 33, porten, København V.
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Infographics are not 
defined by a specific 
look, neither do they 
need to be produced 
with a certain tech-
nique. These two 
 examples may not 
look like ”conven-
tional” infographics 

– still, they meet the 
definition perfectly 
as they both explain 
things by combining 
verbal and visual 
tools. The key word 
is  explanation.
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To some ex
tent, informa
tional value is 
a subjective 
parameter, 
 dependent on 
purpose and 
recipient

 Whether the visual parts of an infographic are images in the traditional sense of the 
word, is not a prerequisite. All kinds of visual signs – iconic, indexical, and symbolic 

– can work. And whenever “real” images are included in infographics, they may take 
the shape of drawings, from naturalistic to strongly simplified, or photographs, de-
pending on the communicative purpose.

Pictorial value and informational value
It is an absolute prerequisite to any infographic that its communicative purpose is not 
merely decorative or emotional, but that its job is to explain something to the reci-
pient. If it does this job well, the infographic has a high informational value.
 The informational value is defined as the quality of the concrete information. This 
concept includes objective, empiric measures: how much information does the gra-
phic give us, is the information true?—as well as completely or partially subjective 
measures, depending on the purpose and the recipient: how interesting is the infor-
mation, and how efficient/comprehensible is the graphic representation?
 Written information can have a high informational value as well. But text is – at 
least as long as we’re talking micro typography – not visually appealing. In the eyes 
of most viewers, and with the exception of typographical nerds, micro typography has 
a low pictorial value.
 The pictorial value can be compared to the wrapping intended to make us choose 
among the goods on the supermarket shelf. Which one looks most inviting/delicious/
persuasive/trustworthy?
 If the pictorial value is the wrapping, then the informational value can be compared 
to the content proper. If we have bought a certain product because it was appealingly 
wrapped, we’ll expect the contents to correspond to the temptation of the wrapping.
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SORT GLENTE

RØD GLENTE

The  images of an 
 infographic can be 
drawings or photos. 
The explanatory 
 potential of a draw-
ing will often be 
 superior to that of a 
photo, as the latter 
is limited by 
 practical conditions 
such as lighting.

 Now have a look at the infographic above. The large and complex amount of infor-
mation is distributed and organized in a way so that some parts are explained visual-
ly, others verbally, and the relations between the visual and verbal parts contribute to 
telling the story. Most recipients will find it much easier to grasp the issue, and do so 
much faster.
 When I include the reservation “most recipients”, it is because a Swedish study has 
found that a majority of people respond that way but not everyone. The survey also 
showed that men appear to be slightly more disposed toward the verbo- visual form of 
communication compared to women who are generally more receptive to purely ver-
bal communication.
 In order to distinguish infographics from other types of visual journalism, two par-
ticular features are essential.
 One is the explanatory aspect. Infographics explain facts – unlike illustrations and 
(most) photographs. It is not the job of the Vladimir Putin illustration on page 74 or 
the church cartoon on page 115 to explain these topics but to express opinions on them, 
and the photo of two dead factory workers in Bangladesh (page 98) won’t help me 
understand the terrible accident of which they became victims. But in all three cases, 
infographics could contribute by providing visual facts and help the recipient better 
understand the story. 
 The other main feature of infographics is the total integration of visual and verbal 
tools. This is what Scott McCloud names interdependent combinations: Words and 
images join together in order to convey a message which neither of the two could con-
vey on their own.
 While being a defining feature, this type of integration is not unique to infographics.
But if an explanation does not utilize both visual and verbal forms of expression – and 
makes use of the interrelation between the two – it cannot be termed infographics.

In an infographic, 
the information is 
organized so that 
part of the explana-
tion is delivered 
visually and part 
verbally, and the 
 relations between 
visual and verbal 
components 
 contribute to the 
storytelling.

 

Two essential 
features of 
 infographics: 
1) Explanation 
2) Integrating 
visual and 
 verbal tools
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infographic to be successful, it must a) contain instant visual signals that connect 
effectively to system 1, and b) explain the problem well enough to make the recipient 
feel it was worthwhile to make the effort of mobilizing system 2. In other words, strike 
a balance between pictorial and informational value.

A language with rules
The main reason it makes sense to call infographics a “language” is that the demand 
for understanding is so explicit.
 A photograph or an illustration can work just fine even though the recipient may not 
have the feeling of understanding or learning anything specific by looking at the 
 image, and in some cases, it is totally OK if pictures are interpreted by the recipient 
quite differently from how were conceived by the maker. At an art exhibition, this may 
even be the norm. Contrary to this, an infographic has failed if its message does not 
come across the way it was intended.
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For a quarter of a 
century, the terms 

”infographics” and 
“computer graphics” 
were almost synon-
ymous. In recent 
years, however, 
hand-drawn visual 
explanations have 
enjoyed a come-
back – typically in 
 animated versions. 
The graphic to the 
left was drawn by 
me in 1986 while 
the three frames  
to the right – from 
an explainer on 
journalisten.dk – 
are from 2016.

In infographics,  
pictorial value 
and informa
tional value 
should always 
be  balanced 
against each 
other

 If the recipient finds a graphic appealing at first glance, the brain can be incited to 
mobilize system 2: The rational, analytical part needed to understand an explanation 
in depth and detail.
 Hence, the term “pictorial value” relates primarily to the recipient’s system 1 where-
as “informational value” relates more to system 2.
 Just like the informational value, pictorial value has a strong aspect of subjectivity. 
Everyone has their own individual tastes, visual preferences vary among different 
target groups, and fashion changes. In 1985, at the start of my own career as an info-
graphic artist (back then, the job title was “visualizer”, I drew everything by hand and 
got very positive feedback from both colleagues and readers. A couple of years later, 
as the Apple Macintosh had conquered the world’s newsrooms, my bosses grew skep-
tical towards hand-drawn graphics and insisted on everything being produced on 
computers. Thirty years later, to my surprise and joy, I’ve started seeing hand-drawn 
visual explanations everywhere – now typically in the shape of animations.
 Whether a certain infographic has a high pictorial value depends partly on the con-
text, but it is not merely a question of beauty. The pictorial value is high if the graphic 
stimulates the recipient’s system 1, no matter if this happens by pleasing or repelling 
the eye. As everyone knows, what’s beautiful in the eyes of one beholder can look dull 
to another; target group A may find a certain look impressive, while group B sees it as 
frivolous; and the complex graphic which strikes exactly the right chord with an in-
sightful audience may appear overwhelming and incomprehensive to those who are 
less in the know.
 Still, it is a unique feature of infographics that pictorial value and informational 
value should always be balanced against each other.
 This kind of balance is not something we demand, or expect, from illustrations and 
photos; in both genres, the pictorial value will usually have higher priority. But for an 

The little leaflet that comes with a bicycle repair kit does not have (and should not have) the same complexity as the scatterplot 
diagram correlating the number of guns and the number of people killed by guns in different countries. And the audiences 
 addressed by these two infographics are different in every respect. However, both examples have high informational value, and 
if you “crack the code”, they can both make you smarter.
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HVAD/
HVEM?

HVOR?

HVORFOR?

HVORNÅR?

HVORDAN?
HVOR
MEGET?

1990 2000 2010 2020

Behind the seven 
simple figures in 
Dan Roam’s  matrix 
lies a huge spectre 
of visual possibili-
ties which can be 
utilized by the info-
graphic artist.

Infographics answer questions
In his book The Back of the Napkin, Dan Roam divides the field of infographics into six 
categories, defined by six (seven, actually) basic journalistic questions. What/who, 
how much, where, when, how and why can be answered with six different types of info-
graphics, thereby forming the principle for Roam’s model which can be used for a 
basic introduction to “the third language”, even though the simple figures barely hint 
at the huge scope of visual possibilities available to a true graphic journalist.
 Using questions as starting points makes perfect sense, as infographics with their 
explanatory nature can logically be seen as responses to an imaginary recipient’s 
questions – or, with the terminology of Gunther Kress, as rhetor’s response to a 
prompt – but also because it exposes the characteristic differences between the sub-
genres: Some types of graphics represent the physical reality (what/who and where 
graphics), others are visualizations of abstract relationships (how much, when, and 
why graphics). Finally, we have how graphics which can be both.
 Quite often, the same infographic will contain elements from more than one cate-
gory. For instance, it is seldom possible to answer the question “how” without also, to 
some extent, explaining “what”.
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WHAT/ 
WHO?

WHERE?

WHY?

WHEN?

HOW?
HOW  

MUCH?

Seven questions – and how to answer them with infographics

The rules of 
“the third 
 language”  
are more  
open to re
interpretation 
and innovation 
than those of 
the written  
or spoken 
 language

 In order to be understood, you have to use some kind of language, and any language 
has rules. A lot of the rules of “the third language” concern the language of  imagery. 
We choose visual signs and symbols according to what they shall express. For in-
stance, we will typically use a pie chart to show the division of a whole into compo-
nents and a line chart to show how something develops over time. If we swap the two 
chart types, as in the above example, the so-called pre-attentive attributes of the 
graphics  will be counter-productive to the message we wish to convey.
 The pre-attentive attributes of an image (color, shape, movement and position) are 
perceived instantly be our spatial memory – without conscious action. They provide 
the visual input for system 1 to make qualified guesses about the contents of a mes-
sage. If the guesses of system 1 are wrong, the path to a correct interpretation will be 
blocked. As the saying goes: “You never get a second chance to make a first impres-
sion”.
 Other rules concern dramaturgy – how the different components of a graphic relate 
visually to each other, and how visual and verbal elements are coordinated.
 The rules of “the third language” are more open to reinterpretation and innovation 
than those of the written or spoken language; but there has to be some kind of com-
mon agreement between those involved in the communication process ( sender and 
recipient) about the meaning of certain visual signs. And if you decide to bend or 
break the rules – motivated by, for instance, a desire to test the boundaries of visual 
communication – you must help your audience see and understand that this is not 
business as usual. It takes strong and clear signals to pull your recipient’s brain out 
of system 1 mode and break through on a new frequency.
 If the choice of a novel and surprising form relies solely on your wish to “see some-
thing new” and not emanates from an idea to enhance the visual communication, the 
effect can often be the opposite: The message becomes harder to understand. One 
example is the fascination with circular shapes that has inspired news media around 
the world to flood their audiences with “bubble charts” – a type of diagram which can 
serve its purpose once in a while (a great example can be seen on page 150) but more 
often than not blurs the data it was supposed to clarify.

Mathematically cor-
rect as they may be, 
these two diagrams 
have pre-attentive 
attributes that are 
incoherent with  
the stories they are 
supposed to tell. 
Our system 1 will 
presume that the 
charts are visualiz-
ing different kinds 
of data than they 
actually do.

Turnover 2013-2016

2013:
1,5 mill.

2016:
1,0 mill.

2014:
2,0 mill.

2015:
0,5 mill.

Total population, by 
household sizes

1 person

3 mill.

2 mill.

1 mill.

0
2 persons 3 persons 4 or more
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Good info
graphics is a 
question of 
thinking logi
cally, dividing 
your story  
into visually 
digestible 
chunks, and 
utilizing the 
communica
tive potential 
of both image 
and word
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 If you wish to explain what happens when a rattlesnake bites, you won’t be able to 
avoid the question: What is a rattlesnake?
 The impressive finish and thoroughly professional execution of the rattlesnake 
graphic might leave the impression that making infographics is a discipline which 
demands sublime drawing skills. But this is not the case. As the example above shows, 
good infographics is much more a question of thinking logically, dividing your story 
into visually digestible chunks, and utilizing the communicative potential of both 
 image and word – not to mention the interrelation of the two.
 A child could have drawn this little comic strip which explains what happens when 
a tsunami strikes. However, the simple drawings contain exactly what’s necessary to 
explain the story, the visual elements have been shaped and placed to convey the in-
formation most efficiently, and they are accompanied by just the right amount of text. 
Here, we see the function of relay (Barthes, page 36 ff.) in its optimum form: Images 
and words complement each other to the point of perfection.
 Another advantage of the simple drawing style is that visual details bearing no 
importance to the main story can be omitted without risking that the final result will 
look strange. The fewer connotations you want your graphic to contain, the simpler 
and free of detail the visual elements should be rendered.

Graphic dramaturgy
The composition of the rattlesnake graphic follows the classical guidelines for publi-
cation design. The layout is rich in contrast, both in terms of size, shape, color, and 
style. The big, photo-realistic drawing of the rattlesnake ready to bite will catch the 
eye and the narrative strategy of the graphic is to make the eyes of the reader wander 
from the main image to the other components which you can read in the order you 
wish, more or less, with the exception of the iF BITTEN box which closes the story.
 This is a very common way to compose an infographic – which is not hard to under-
stand. The contrastful composition makes the graphic look good (and the profession-
al execution adds to this effect). The risk is that the pictorial value becomes higher 
than the informational value. Not because the graphic is short on information or be-

12.000 dræbt. Et voldsomt jordskælv i Det Indiske Ocean ud for Sumatra sendte søndag en enorm flodbølge mod
kysterne i de nærliggende lande. Søndag aften var dødstallet 12.000 i Sri Lanka, Indonesien, Thailand, Indien og Malaysia. 
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Panik da flodbølgen ramte 
»Det var svært for os
at hjælpe folk i
sikkerhed, fordi de
ledte efter 
forsvundne børn«,
siger politikaptajn
fra politiet i Phuket. 

Af P.C. Poulsen

Atmosfæren var naturlig og
afslappet blandt tusindvis af
turister på strandene langs
den vestlige del af den thai-
landske halvø Phuket, kort
før flodbølgen sneg sig ind
mod kysterne og uden varsel
ramte dem. Kæmpebølgen
efterlod i minutterne efter
død og ødelæggelse.

»Folk på stranden var i pa-
nik. Vi må simpelthen nær-
mest opgive at få dem til at
bringe sig selv i sikkerhed i
baglandet. For mange af dem
ledte efter deres børn, der
var forsvundet. Måske taget
med til havs i suget fra bøl-
gen«, siger politikaptajnen
Sanya fra turistpolitiet i
Phuket By. Sammen med
kolleger forsøgte han at red-
de så mange som muligt. 

»Men folk var jo rædsels-
slagne. De ville ikke høre ef-
ter vores anvisninger«, for-
talte han sent i aftes lokal tid
kort, før han høfligt afbrød
forbindelse.

»En af vores kolleger, der
er politiofficer, har været
væk siden i formiddags, og
nu har jeg lige fået at vide, at
han er blevet fundet død i sin
patruljevogn«, sagde Sanya.

Phuket er et af de mest
populære rejsemål for dan-
ske og andre skandinaviske
turister, der søger mod de
bountyhvide sandstrande
Patong Beach, Kata Beach
og Karon Beach. Det skøn-
nes, at de danske rejsebu-
reauer i går havde op mod
6.000 danskere på Phuket-
halvøen, hvortil kom et stør-
re antal ferierende fra Sveri-
ge, Norge og Finland.

Havet i gaderne
Sammenfatninger af øjen-
vidneberetninger tegner et
billede af groteske natur-
kræfter, som fik folk til at gå
i chok eller panik.

»En af mine venner, der er
indehaver af en forretning,
der ligger kun 50 meter fra
Karon Beach, har fortalt mig
i telefonen, at folk pludselig
var kommet styrtende forbi
hans butik. Bag dem kom ha-
vet skyllende op gennem ga-
den, som hedder Aroona Ka-
ron og går fra kysten ind i
landet«, berettede Svend
Baumgartner-Taarup, Greve
Strand.

»Han fortalte også, at
vandet var kommet i tre bøl-
ger, som var nået op til hans
butik og stod i knæhøjde i

gaden, hvor flere butikker
nederst var blevet oversvøm-
met og fyldt med murbrok-
ker og opskyl fra havet«.

Birger Bro Christensen be-
rettede fra Patong Beach til
DR, at folk, han talte med
efter flodbølgen, og som hav-
de været på stranden, havde
berettet, »at de havde vadet
rundt mellem døde«.

To timer efter flodbølgen
fortsatte myndighederne
med at fragte døde bort fra
området i pickups og lastbi-
ler. Birger Bo Christensen
gav udtryk for sin tvivl om,
at de thailandske myndighe-
der på daværende tidspunkt
havde fortalt sandheden om
antallet af døde.

»Nogle vurderede, at der
var 500 mennesker på stran-
den, som ikke ville have haft
en jordisk chance for at over-
leve«, mente han. 

Rystende nervevrag
Niels Kristian Gade fra
Gladsaxe opholdt sig på sit
hotel i Phuket By, da flod-
bølgen ramte kysten.

»Jeg har været på hotellet
hele dagen, men to kvinder,
der også bor på hotellet, tog
søndag formiddag til stran-
den. De kom tilbage kort tid
efter og rystede som nerve-
vrag«, fortalte han til Rit-
zaus Bureau.

»Herefter turde ingen gå
tilbage, fordi vi fik at vide, at
der var varslet en flodbølge,

som var langt større end de
første på 10-12 meters højde,
som skyllede hele bygninger
væk langs stranden«, tilføje-
de Niels Kristian Gade.

Et svensk ægtepar, Bibi og
Kjell Sköld, befandt sig i en
bungalow på Andaman Bay
Resort i Bang Tao sammen
med deres 7-årige datter Ste-
phanie og 10-årige søn Se-
bastian.

»Vandet skyllede med
voldsom kraft ind i bungalo-
wen og pressede os op mod
taget, som røg af, og vi flød
væk«, fortalte Kjell Sköld til
avisen Phuket Gazette. »Da
min kone og jeg landede på
jorden, fik vi fat i Stephanie
og bragt os i sikkerhed i en
betonbygning. Vi fandt først
Sebastian et par minutter se-
nere. Cirka 200 meter væk.
Han sad i et træ, som flod-
bølgen havde skyllet ham op
i. Jeg kan ikke sætte ord på,
hvordan det i de få minutter
føltes ikke at vide, hvor vores
søn var«, berettede han.

En anden svensker, Mari
Holmberg, blev sammen
med sin mand og forældre,
Gun og Denis Larsson, fan-
get i den anden bølge, som
ramte Karon Beach. Det ske-
te, da de efter den første bøl-
ge af ren og skær nysgerrig-
hed tog ned på stranden for
at tage nogle billeder.

»En ny bølge begyndte
pludselig at strømme ind
mod kysten. Hurtigere og

hurtigere«, fortalte Mari
Holmberg til avisen. »Vi be-
gyndte at løbe væk, men mi-
ne forældre kunne ikke følge
med. Min mor og far blev
slået omkuld af bølgen og
ramt af affald, som blev ført
med. Men de var heldigvis
raske nok til, at de selv kun-
ne tage ind på Phuket Inter-
national Hospital, hvor de
blev behandlet for skrammer
og sår«.

Krisehjælp
En af de største danske rej-
seoperatører på den thai-
landske destination, Star
Tours, sendte i aftes ved 22-
tiden et fly med læger og psy-
kologer af sted til Phuket for
at bistå de danske turister.
Charterbureauet aflyste
samtidig afgangen for 370
turister, der efter planen i
dag skulle have været rejst
til Thailand.

»I stedet for kan kunderne
enten få pengene tilbage el-
ler udsætte rejsen til sene-
re«, oplyste Star Tours pres-
seansvarlige, Fie Sandfeld.

De danske rejsebureauer,
som har Phuket på rejsepro-
grammet, arbejdede hele da-
gen i går med at registrere
deres kunder i det katastro-
feramte område.

Ambassaden på plads
Den danske ambassade i
Thailand oprettede i nat
thailandsk tid et krisecenter

på Hotel Pearl i Phuket By.
Den danske ambassadør Ul-
rik Helweg-Larsen og den
danske konsul Ulrik Søren-
sen fra ambassaden i Bang-
kok ankom ved 2-tiden om
natten thailandsk tid til ho-
tellet og indledte straks sam-
taler med nødstedte danske
turister.

»Vi har talt med nogle, der
har mistet alt. Folk er meget
chokerede«, fortalte den dan-
ske konsul Ulrik Sørensen,
kort efter at han sammen
med den danske ambassadør
var ankommet til Phuket.

»Vi skal i morgen (i dag,
red.) forsøge at få et overblik
over, hvorledes danskere er
blevet ramt af katastrofen.
Det er svært lige nu, efter at
vi netop er ankommet, at gi-
ve et overblik over situation-
en. Men jeg kan da sige, at vi
allerede har talt med seks
personer, og at nogle stadig-
væk ikke ved, hvor deres rej-
sekammerater befinder sig«,
sagde Ulrik Sørensen og til-
føjede:

»Lige nu sidder vi over for
en familie, der oplevede, at
flodbølgen strømmede ind
gennem deres hotel. De måt-
te klamre sig til det, de kun-
ne, og faren fik lige fat i sit
barn, før det gik helt galt«.

Der blev i aftes berettet
om 240 døde på Phuket. 

poul.christian.poulsen@pol.dk

KATA BEACH. Stranden Kata Beach i det thailandske ferieparadis Phuket, efter at søndagens flodbølge havde trukket sig tilbage. Tre danskere var blandt de dræbte. – Foto: John Ishii 

Landsbyer skyllet 
væk i Indonesien 
I Indonesien var dødstallet
efter de enorme flodbølger
søndag aften på officielt
4.422. Hele landsbyer blev
skyllet væk af de 10 meter
høje flodbølger, fortalte myn-
dighederne.

»Nogle områder stod un-
der to og tre meter vand i
omkring to timer«, fortalte
en repræsentant for de loka-
le myndigheder. 

Det nordlige Sumatra er
det landområde, der ligger
tættest på jordskælvets epi-
center, og alene i byen Banda
Aceh meldte myndighederne
søndag om, at omkring 3.000

mennesker var blevet dræbt. 
Præsident Susilo Bam-

bang Yudhoyono erklærede
efterfølgende, at det nordlige
Sumatra er nationalt kata-
strofeområde. 

Ifølge en talsmand for det
statsejede flyselskab Garuda
Airlines var flytrafikken i
Banda Acehs lufthavn lam-
met på grund af oversvøm-
melserne, og over 18 timer
efter skælvet var de fleste
kommunikationsforbindel-
ser til Banda Aceh stadig
brudt sammen. Ifølge lokale
medier er op mod 30.000 ble-
vet hjemløse i området. (Pol)

310 døde i ferieparadis 
I Thailand havde myndighe-
derne søndag registreret 310
dødsfald og over 2.000 savne-
de – først og fremmest lokale
fiskere.

En polititalsmand på Phu-
ket sagde, at seks af de om-
komne er udlændinge, som
druknede på Karon-stran-
den på øens vestlige side.
Dødstallet vil antagelig stige,
da myndighederne over for
thailandsk radio oplyste, at
en række strandgæster og lo-
kale landsbyboere på Phuket
er meldt savnet.

Politiet sagde også, at 31
mennesker er døde i Krabi
på Thailands sydlige fast-
land, og mindst 11 er døde på
den lille ø Phi Phi.

Der skønnes at være om-
kring 6.000 danskere på jule-
ferie i og i nærheden af Phu-
ket. Tre af dem blev dræbt af
flodbølgen, og søndag tog
Danmarks ambassadør i
Thailand til Phuket for sam-
men med rejsebureauerne at
bistå danske turister i om-
rådet, som har behov for det.
(Pol)

3000 dræbt i Indien 
Dødstallet i Indien var søn-
dag aften nået op på 3.000
ved landets sydlige kyst.
Mange var blevet revet væk
af flodbølgerne sammen med
biler, både og huse. 

Værst ramt er delstaten
Tamil Nadu. Her melder
myndighederne om 1.625 dø-
de, heriblandt 32 voksne og
15 børn, der havde bevæget
sig ud i havet for at fejre

fuldmånen ifølge hinduistisk
skik. 

I Pondicherry-området, li-
geledes i den sydlige del af
landet, er flere end 100 men-
nesker omkommet.

På den fjerntliggende
øgruppe Andamanerne var
der søndag aften ubekræfte-
de forlydender om, at op mod
1.000 mennesker havde mis-
tet livet. (Pol)

750.000 har mistet 
deres hjem i Sri Lanka 
I Sri Lanka, cirka 1.600 kilo-
meter vest for epicentret, er
mindst 4.300 mennesker om-
kommet ved de massive flod-
bølger, der i går skyllede ind
over landets østlige og syd-
lige kyster. 

Yderligere en million er
blevet berørt af katastrofen,
oplyser regeringsembeds-
mænd. Ifølge myndigheder-
ne er op til 750.000 menne-
sker blev hjemløse.

Myndighederne kalder
jordskælvet en national ka-

tastrofe og har anmodet om
nødhjælp. »Det er en meget
tragisk begivenhed«, sagde
en talsmand for politiet i lan-
dets hovedstad, Colombo, og
tilføjede, at nogle hospitaler
var ude af stand til at be-
handle de sårede.

Den srilankanske regering
har erklæret undtagelsestil-
stand, og landets præsident,
som var i London, da jord-
skælvet fandt sted, afbrød
straks sin ferie og hastede
hjem til Colombo. (Pol)

42 druknet i Malaysia 
I Malaysia lukkede myndig-
hederne en række strande
for offentligheden ved den
nordlige by Penang, efter at

42 mennesker var druknet
under flodbølgerne. Ofrene
menes overvejende at være
turister. (Pol)

Ø-stat oversvømmet 
Katastrofen ramte også den
lille østat Maldiverne syd-
vest for Indiens kyst, hvor
hovedstaden Male ifølge
myndighederne blev over-
svømmet af en meter høje

bølger, og landets eneste
lufthavn blev lukket.

Ifølge en regeringstals-
mand er der ubekræftede
rapporter om døde på nogle
af øerne. (Pol)

Et undersøisk jordskælv eller vulkanudbrud sætter havet i 
bevægelse og skaber en gigantisk bølge under overfladen. 

Bølgen glider med stor hastighed hen over havbunden. 
På overfladen kan man næsten ikke se eller mærke den.

Når bølgen når kysten, bliver den skubbet opad og rejser sig 
til en enorm bølge, som skyller ind over land. 

Tsunami

˛’Tsunami’ er japansk og betyder ’havnebølge’. Ordet bruges om usædvanligt store og kraftige bølger, 
der kommer fra et ellers roligt hav. Det eneste varsel før en tsunami er, at vandet trækker sig tilbage, kort 
før bølgen rammer land. Bølgerne kan skylle flere kilometer ind over land og blive op til 30 meter høje. 

Kilde: USGS . CN . 4571

Store tsunamier 
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17. juli 1998
Papua-Ny Guinea
Ca. 2.000 døde

1

16. aug. 1976
Filippinerne  
Over 5.000 døde

2

28. marts 1964
Alaska
Over 100 døde

3

22. maj 1960
Chile
Ca. 1.000 døde

4

1. apr. 1946
Alaska og Hawaii
164 døde

5

5

5

31. jan. 1906
Colombia
500-1.500 døde

6

27. aug. 1883
Indonesien
Ca. 36.000 døde

9

1. nov. 1775
Portugal

10

10

17. dec. 1896
Californien
Ingen døde

7

8

15. juni 1896
Japan
Over 26.000 døde
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These three simple 
drawings contain 
all the important 
 elements, placed 
and  organized in 
 order to support 
the story and ac-
companied by the 
exact amount of 
text  necessary to 
make this graphic 
an effective visual 
explanation. 

Sometimes, the same 
 infographic can  answer 
several key  questions. This 

”focus on rattlesnakes” 
 manages to explain …
1)  What 
2) How much 
3) Where 
4) When 
5) How

1

1

1

2

 3

 5

4
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cause there’s anything wrong with that information – but because the information is 
not organized in a way that provides a clear reading path. The dramaturgy is vague.
 In 2005, a research group at the University of Lund, Sweden, explored the page 
traffic on a newspaper page containing infographics. Using eye-tracking equipment, 
the researchers compared the reading patterns on two versions of the same page, the 
only difference being the infographic and how it was composed. Version 1 was based 
on the same principle as the rattlesnake graphic on page 136 (named the radial prin-
ciple) while version 2 followed the composition rules of a comic strip (named the se-
quential principle). The conclusions were surprisingly clear in favor of the sequential 
version. The radial graphic was only processed briefly, and the short amount of time 
appeared to be spent on aimless fluttering among the different elements. Contrary to 
this, the sequential version was read in the exact order it was intended and readers 
dwelled much longer at the graphic, suggesting that they spent their time reading and 
understanding the visual story.
 The pictorial value of the study objects can be criticized and you can speculate 
whether a more beautiful design might have made the radial graphic fare better in the 
contest. But there seems to be no doubt that the dramaturgical principles of comic 
strips can be a valuable source of inspiration when 
creating a visual explanation.
 What can be gained by using a sequential struc-
ture is, above all, control of the message. The read-
ing conventions of comic strips – left to right, top 
to bottom – make it easier to organize the informa-
tion with a beginning, a middle, and an end, the 
way all good stories are told.
 In that regard, the value of a good headline can 
hardly be overestimated. It is the headline that 
sets off the story, and if it is strong and clear and 
interacts with the visual contents in a way that is 
easy to understand, the headline will work as an 
effective primer and help the recipient tune in on 
the right frequency.
 How you write your headline will, to a large ex-
tent, define how the graphic will be interpreted. 
Therefore, the sender has an ethical obligation to make sure that the headline reflects 
the contents of the graphic correctly. With the right topic, a headline can also suggest 
whether the graphic is about something very serious – or quite the opposite.

Sketching and visual research
When working with illustrations, sketches can be useful in the work process and col-
laboration. The same is true for infographics – perhaps even more so, as readability 
and understanding are crucial to the success of any infographic. 
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Source: BMJGRAPHIC: OLE MUNK 

Just one glass, please
3 The standard size of wine glasses has increased more

than sixfold since the 18th century
 

A good headline 
can prime the mes-
sage and highlight 
the point of the 
graphic – as well as 
strike a joyful note, 
if it suits the topic.

The two info-
graphics that were 
the study objects of 
Lund University’s 
2005 survey: 

Above, the radially 
organized graphic: 
The main image is 
supposed to catch 
the reader’s atten-
tion. From there, 
you can process the 
rest of the graphic’s 
components more 
or less as you wish.  
 
Below, the sequen-
tially organized 
graphic which is 
supposed to be 
read the same way 
we read comics: 
Left to right, top to 
bottom.   

The researchers 
concluded that the 
sequential graphic 
was read in the 
 exact order it was 
intended and 
 readers spent time 
studying the graph-
ic in detail – where-
as the radial ver-
sion was processed 
for a much shorter 
time and readers’ 
eyes appeared to 
be aimlessly flut-
tering among the 
different elements.

RADIAL

SEQUENTIAL
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Verbal  
and visual 
 research are 
two very 
 different 
things

A magazine spread 
from the Argentini-
an daily Clarín. 
This graphic is an 
attempt to combine 
the radial and se-
quential principles. 
The sketch (above) 
was used to organ-
ize the information 
on the life cycle of 
the Andes condor  
to facilitate a 
 natural reading 
flow from left to 
right.

with record speed. At the same time, it contributed to a revival of infographics in gen-
eral. But what is the difference between the two?
 The temptation to answer “there is no difference” is not easy to resist. As already 
mentioned, infographics is about visualizing data, and I have yet to meet the person 
who knows how to draw a clear and incontrovertible distinction between “infograph-
ics” and “data visualization”.
 However, you cannot ignore the fact that both terms are in use and that they fre-
quently appear side by side in professional contexts – for instance, as two different 
categories in international competitions. Therefore, I’ll quote this attempt to distin-
guish between the two, by the British information designer Jack Hagley, as I find it 
more qualified and convincing than most of what has been written on the subject:
 “Infographics are generally created for the purpose of telling or explaining a specif-
ic story, and will usually be intended for a specific audience, thus infographics are 
subjective. (…) The method of presentation that is used for one infographic cannot 
usually be used for another. They can take a more holistic approach to a subject, and 
bring in related information that can be unquantifiable. An infographic is an item. (…) 
Data visualization can be both an item, and a discipline. The information will be 
quantifiable, and therefore in the form of numbers. Data visualizations should be 
objective and the entire data set may very well be presented without editing. (…) The 
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 These are things that can be checked and revised at an early stage. 
I drew the sketch to the left (for the egg donation graphic on page 
130) while listening to the reporter’s story – partly to understand the 
problem, because you cannot explain something that you haven’t 
understood yourself, but also to facilitate the discussion between the 
reporter, the editor, and myself on how to visualize the story most 
effectively. In other cases, the sketch can take the shape of a story-
board that will help you decide how many frames to use and how 
much text is needed to accompany the images.

 I recommend that you draw sketches by hand rather than on the computer, even 
those of you who think you can’t draw. As Dan Roam writes in The Back of the Napkin: 

“Computers make it too easy to draw the wrong thing”. Computer-drawn sketches will 
look finished even if they represent only a vague idea. Drawing by hand makes it 
 easier – for everyone involved in the process – to see the difference between a first 
draft and something that has been meticulously thought through.
 Even in research, sketching can be a useful tool. Today, a lot of journalistic research 
is done on the web where incredible amounts of knowledge are stored. However, if you 
only produce infographics based on information that is available via the internet, you 
limit yourself to reproduce – to copy and maybe adjust existing material. It becomes 
hard to create something new, and – once again – too easy to draw the wrong thing: 
To publish a graphic that does not quite answer the obvious questions – but was the 
easiest solution, because it could be made with the information at hand.
 In the long run, this will become unsatisfactory to both sender and recipient. Much 
better results can be achieved by running the extra mile to get the data needed to 
produce the “right” infographic.
 And sometimes, the only person who’s able to do this kind of research is a graphic 
reporter. Verbal and visual research are two very different things. A writer can get 
away with many inaccuracies which would be exposed if turned into images:
 “A car full of people turned around the corner”.
 On print, the sentence looks OK. But what kind of car was it? Carrying exactly how 
many passengers? Were they men or women, children or grownups, black or white? 
And how about the surroundings: Did the car turn right or left? On what kind of street? 
Was it day or night?
 In order to draw the situation, the graphic reporter has to know all these details. 
Therefore, proper visual research includes lots of little sketches, answering lots of 
questions that a writer will rarely think of asking.

Data visualization
As shown by the examples on the previous pages, infographics is about visualizing 
data (in the broadest sense of the word). If so, what is “data visualization”?
 The term came up in the early years of the new millennium. Getting a boost from 
new possibilities offered by the internet, data visualization became wildly popular 

With a sketch, the 
infographic  artist 
can help himself to 
better understand 
the problem. The 
sketch can also  
be used as a basis 
for discussion on 
how to organize  
the graphic.
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process that is used to create them could be applied to another data set. They are 
likely to be presented without context. The system of organizing the data will perhaps 
be proprietary, and it is this system itself that becomes the interface that the data is 
accessed through. The data itself becomes its own architecture”.
 In order words, it is seen as a virtue not to highlight certain parts of the information 

– as opposed to one of  visual journalism’s basic rules: Make the important stuff look 
important.
 Allowing the interpreter to draw his or her own conclusions can be a very good 
strategy. Cognition based on one’s own reasoning will stick to the long term memory 
more firmly than what other people tell us. But this requires involvement, and people 
won’t involve themselves just like that – usually, they will need quite a lot of nudging.
 With Hagley’s definition, data visualization is a minimalist discipline, almost ex-
clusively addressing system 2. Huge amounts of data are a turnoff to many people, and 
visual “bait” is not allowed. The risk that data visualization becomes a very elitist 
form of communication (or even an art form, just have a look at the Information is 
beautiful website) seems obvious. To make complex data accessible to a wider audi-
ence, you’ll need to build some bridges.
 The Swedish statistician Hans Rosling, who passed away in 2017, won international 
stardom with video clips in which he guided his audience through data visualizations 

– often complicated ones – more or less like the “weatherman” helps you understand 
the weather maps, but intensified by Rosling’s eccentric personality.
 A possible next step might be to merge the two approaches. Explorable data visual-
ization (see also page 253-255) could be introduced by a Rosling-style “moderator”, 
thereafter allowing the user to draw his or her own conclusions from the data set.

According to Jack 
Hagley, it is up to 
the recipient which 
conclusions to draw 
from a data visuali-
zation. Consequent-
ly, the  cognitive 
 potential of the vis-
ualization depends 
on whether the 
 recipient feels in-
clined to explore it  

– and realize, for 
 instance, that there 
may be some kind 
of correlation 
 between  female 
 literacy and infant 
mortality.

In this infographic, 
Jens Tärning (who  
is also the artist 
 behind the flu 
graphics on page 
138) makes an 
 attempt, Hans 
 Rosling style, to 
guide his readers 
through a data- 
driven  portrait of 
the Swedish society  
in the past and in 
recent times.
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The function constrains the form: A practical example
 
Maxwell owns a marmelade factory in 
Copenhagen, Jones is a Jutland-based 
producer of jam. Here’s a table 
showing how they fared last year:

Sales 2018, distributed by regions (DKK)
 Maxwell’s Marmelade  Jones’ Jam
Jutland  1 mill.  2 mill.
Fyn  1 mill.  0,5 mill.
Greater Copenhagen  3 mill.  1 mill.
Rest of Denmark  1 mill.  1,5 mill.

 
Imagining a visualization of this data 
isn’t hard. What’s the first kind of 
chart that crosses your mind?  
Maybe something like this?

This column chart highlights Maxwell’s 
dominance in Greater Copenhagen – 
and tells us that in Jutland, Jones is 
twice as big as Maxwell.

But what if we would rather see  
the distribution of each factory’s sales 
in the different regions?

Still a column chart, and the data is 
the same; but our focus has changed. 
It becomes apparent how unevenly 
the sales of the two producers are 
distributed, and we can clearly see 
where each one has its main market.
On the other hand, it is not quite as 
easy to compare Maxwell to Jones. 

If we want an even clearer picture of 
how the sales of each producer is 
distributed region-wise, we can 
replace the columns with a pie chart:

 

It now becomes clear that half of 
Maxwell’s sales are in Greater 
Copenhagen and that almost half  
of Jones’ sales are in Jutland. 

What the pie chart doesn’t show us  
are the exact values – which the 
column charts showed so clearly.  
We could label each pie slice with a 
number but that wouldn’t chime  
with our ”show, don’t tell” slogan.
Another option is to replace the pie 
chart with two stacked columns: 

The stacked columns don’t show the 
relations between the individual 
segments as clearly as the pie chart 
but they let us see the exact values.

At the same time, the stacked column 
chart reveals a piece of information 
which was all but invisible in the 
previous three examples: The total 
sales of each producer. In 2018, 
Maxwell sold for a whole million more 
than Jones!

There are many more ways to 
represent the data. Such as four pies 
instead of two:

 
Or tilt the columns 90 degrees and we 
get a bar chart. Such as this one:

Every time we change the chart type, 
we direct the attention of our recipient 
towards new interesting aspects of 
the simple data behind this exercise. 

However, there are certain chart types 
that would be wrong to use for 
visualizing the sales of Maxwell and 
Jones. 
For instance, let’s try with a line chart: 
Can you see what is the matter?

Exactly: By connecting the dots, we 
suggest that the data is related by 
some kind of continuity – while in fact 
they are not.

In recent years, bubblecharts have 
earned great popularity. And they sure 
look fancy. However, a diagram like 
this will provide the recipient with 
very little understanding of the data:

The size of circles is much harder to 
compare than the length of lines. 
Therefore, a bubblechart is not suited 
to represent this data set.

Jutland Fyn Greater 
Copenhagen

Rest

Jutland Fyn Greater 
Copenhagen

Rest

Jutland Fyn Greater 
Copenhagen

Rest

There will 
 never be just 
one way to 
 design an info
graphic. On 
the other hand, 
the number of 
alternatives is 
not unlimited

The function constrains the form
“The role of an information architect is to generate order before people’s brains try to 
do it on their own”, Alberto Cairo concludes in The Functional Art, the most important 
book on infographics in recent years. “Information architect” is a term borrowed by 
Cairo from Richard Saul Wurman, professor of architecture and – among many other 
things –  author of the book Information Anxiety (see also page 152). 
 According to visualization  experts Rawi Nanakul and Marnie Morales, “a good story 
takes us from the known to the unknown”. For new cognition to be stored in the long 
term memory of the recipient, the sender will have to consider this recipient’s existing 
knowledge and communicative qualifications when shaping the message. To quote 
Sven Lidman (pages 45-46): “You have to start inside your recipient’s frame of refer-
ence if you wish to expand it”.
 However, as we have learned, the recipient’s brain will try to make a shortcut and 
activate his or her intuitive, effortless system 1 rather than allocate system 2 resour ces 
for delving into new, complicated matters. People try to guess what we’re telling them. 
Therefore, it is imperative that the signals perceived by system 1 are not misleading. 
 Paraphrasing the credo of modernism, “form follows function”, Alberto Cairo 
 establishes a basic rule for infographics: The function constrains the form.
 According to Cairo, there will never be just one way to design an infographic. Almost 
always, you can choose between a couple of meaningful solutions. On the other hand, 
the number of alternatives is not unlimited. Your aim is to communicate a certain 
message and some designs will be better suited for visualizing this message than oth-
ers. Among the less well suited, some will be downright misleading. Not necessarily 
because they are mathematically or logically incorrect, but because they prime the 
message badly, leading the recipient to make a wrong guess.
 The brain scientist Stephen M. Kosslyn, author of the book Graph Design for the Eye 
and Mind, mentions compatibility as one among eight principles of good visualization 
practice. A message will be understood more easily if its visual form is compatible 
with the contents. This is partly determined by what the recipient is used to seeing  
and partly by the design’s pre-attentive attributes which affect how system 1 will inter-
pret the visual impression. For instance, lines connecting dots will always suggest 
some kind of continuity, like a development over time. If the actual data contain no 
such continuity, the visual form is incompatible with the story.
 Another well-known example is the psychologist John Ridley Stroop’s study from 
1935 in which he had written down the names of certain colors. Some of these words 
were written with the “right” color, others with a different color. When Stroop’s test 
persons were asked to name the color of each word, it took longer for them to respond 

– and the answer was incorrect more often – if name and color didn’t match.
 On page 145, you’ll see how one set of data can be visualized in at least six different 
ways that are all “right” – in the sense that the relations between the data will be read 
as intended – while other forms will be “wrong”, or rather: incompatible with the 
contents. How to choose among the “right” alternatives is not a matter of taste but 
depends on the message: Which relations should be the focus of your audience?
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To the left, a classic 
Nigel Holmes chart 
from TIME  Magazine,  
and to the right, the 
same column chart 
cleared of all 
 graphical gimmicks. 
The test persons  
in a Canadian study 
found it easier to 
 remember the or-
namented version 
as well as to recall 
its key points..

ularized – and, according to Tufte, trivialized – the use of infographics. Holmes even 
had the nerve to publish books explaining his bold approach. After leaving the mag-
azine in 1994, Holmes has developed a much simpler, less ornamented graphics style. 
Still, his TIME graphics became important sources of inspiration in the ten years be-
tween the launch of USA Today and the end of the first Gulf War, a period in which 
news media around the globe were challenging each other on who could produce the 
biggest, flashiest, most colorful infographics on their broadsheet pages.
 As it turns out, there’s not much evidence supporting Tufte’s purist approach to 
infographics. As early as in the late eighties, several American studies found that the 
use of visual effects, while clearly making graphics more appealing to the average 
reader, has no substantial negative effect on the information value, as long as the 
decorative elements do not obscure the message. 
 In 2010, these conclusions were confirmed by a Canadian study which compared 
user experiences with ornamented charts vs. “pure” charts. The researchers saw no 
differences between the two versions when comparing the immediate communicative 
effects, but after a couple of weeks, the test persons were able to recall the contents of 
the ornamented versions – including their key points – much more easily.
 However, test results such as these should not lead to future practices in which all 
infographics are being accompanied by cartoonish figures. You have to consider the 
target group of your publication when you decide to what extent you want to popular-
ize your infographics by using visual effects and eye-catching elements. To some re-
cipients, an excessive use of ornamentation might work counterproductively.
 That’s how they have reasoned at the Financial Times. After years with heavy use of 

“chartjunk” – such as the horrendous example on page 146 – the paper has now adopt-
ed a much cleaner, almost minimalist style, consistently exposing the data and noth-
ing more, frequently with a considerable amount of complexity (see page 148-149). 
The newspaper expects from its readers that they are prepared to spend more than 30 
seconds on comprehending an infographic, and data visualization editor Alan Smith 
sees the relation to his audience as an educational process in which the users will 
gradually learn how to decipher more and more complex types of charts.
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The purist of infographics
“Graphical excellence is that which gives the viewer the greatest number of ideas in the 
shortest time with the least ink in the smallest space”.
 This is the essential conclusion of Edward R. Tufte’s book The Visual Display of 
Quantitative Information which was published in 1983 – the year after the launch of 
USA Today. The tv-inspired design of the new nationwide paper – with short texts, 
lively colors and visual effects galore – had shaken people’s expectations as to what 
a newspaper should look like, and infographics played an important role. Tufte, the 
Yale professor, was no fan of USA Today’s graphic style, especially not the colorful 

“USA snapshots” with their heavy use of decorative elements for which Tufte had 
 invented a nickname: chartjunk.
 Before Tufte, noone had turned a critical academical spotlight on infographics, and 
his books and theories (The Visual Display was followed by two more titles, following 
the same line of thought) became hugely influential. Only a minority dared point out 
that professor Tufte’s doctrines about graphical excellence had not emerged as a result 
of scientific research but were based solely on the author’s own, rather one-dimen-
sional views on how infographics ought to be produced.
 If the villain of The Visual Display of Quantitative Information is chartjunk, the hero 
is the so-called “data-ink-ratio”: The amount of ink used to represent data, divided by 
the total amount of ink used to print the graphic. Tufte’s ideal is a maximization of the 
data-ink ratio. As little ink as possible should be used on graphical elements that do 
not explicitly represent data. “Pure graphics are good graphics”, Tufte’s creed sounded.
 The concept of chartjunk covers all kinds of visual effects ornamenting otherwise 
simple graphics in publications like USA Today. In the eyes of Tufte, this kind of deco-
ration is irrelevant. Nevertheless, dressing up charts and diagrams, as done by USA 
Today, soon became commonplace.
 Equally influential became another one of the professor’s hate objects, the British 
infographic artist Nigel  Holmes whose work for TIME Magazine in New York had pop-

The cover of The 
 Visual Display  
of Quantitative 
 Information. The 
purist approach to 
info graphics influ-
enced many people 

– not least among 
those who dealt 
with the genre on 
an academic level.

According to Tufte’s 
theory, maximizing 
the ”data-ink-ratio” 
is the ideal, and  
as little ink as 
 possible should be 
used on graphic 
 elements that do 
not represent data – 
so-called chartjunk. 
By those standards, 
this graphic is no 
top scorer.     

”DATA-INK”
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Visual
vocabulary
Designing with data

There are so many ways to visualise data - how do we 
know which one to pick? Use the categories across the 
top to decide which data relationship is most important 
in your story, then look at the di�erent types of chart 
within the category to form some initial ideas about what 
might work best. This list is not meant to be exhaustive, 
nor a wizard, but is a useful starting point for making 
informative and meaningful data visualisations.

FT graphic: Alan Smith; Chris Campbell; Ian Bott; Liz Faunce; Graham Parrish; Billy Ehrenberg; Paul McCallum; Martin Stabe
Inspired by the Graphic Continuum by Jon Schwabish and Severino Ribecca

Flow
Show the reader volumes or intensity of 
movement between two or more states 
or conditions. These might be logical 
sequences or geographical locations.

Example FT uses
Movement of funds, trade, migrants, 
lawsuits, information; relationship 
graphs.

Waterfall

Sankey

Chord

Network

Spatial
Aside from locator maps only used 
when precise locations or geographical 
patterns in data are more important to 
the reader than anything else. 

Example FT uses
Population density, natural resource 
locations, natural disaster risk/impact, 
catchment areas, variation in election 
results

Basic choropleth (rate/ratio)

Scaled cartogram (value)

Flow map

Contour map

Equalised cartogram

Proportional symbol (count/magnitude)

Change over Time
Give emphasis to changing trends. 
These can be short (intra-day) 
movements or extended series 
traversing decades or centuries: 
Choosing the correct time period is 
important to provide suitable context 
for the reader.

Example FT uses
Share price movements, economic time 
series

Column

Fan chart (projections)

Column + line timeline

Calendar heatmap

Line

Priestley timeline

Circle timeline

Connected scatterplot

Vertical timeline

Magnitude
Show size comparisons. These can be 
relative (just being able to see 
larger/bigger) or absolute (need to see 
fine di�erences). Usually these show a 
‘counted’ number (for example, barrels, 
dollars or people) rather than a 
calculated rate or per cent.

Example FT uses
Commodity production, market 
capitalisation

Paired column

Paired bar

Bar

Column

Deviation
Emphasise variations (+/-) from a fixed 
reference point. Typically the reference 
point is zero but it can also be a target 
or a long-term average. Can also be 
used to show sentiment 
(positive/neutral/negative).

Example FT uses
Trade surplus/deficit, climate change

Diverging bar

Diverging stacked bar

Surplus/deficit filled line

Spine

The standard approach 
for putting data on a 
map – should always be 
rates rather than totals 
and use a sensible base 
geography.

The standard way to 
compare the size of 
things. Must always 
start at 0 on the axis.

Columns work well for 
showing change over 
time - but usually best 
with only one series of 
data at a time.

A good way of 
showing the 
relationship over time 
between an amount 
(columns) and a rate 
(line).

Use to show the 
uncertainty in future 
projections - usually 
this grows the further 
forward to projection.

A good way of showing 
changing data for two 
variables whenever 
there is a relatively 
clear pattern of 
progression.

A great way of showing 
temporal patterns 
(daily, weekly, monthly) 
– at the expense of 
showing precision in 
quantity.

Great when date and 
duration are key 
elements of the story 
in the data.

Good for showing 
discrete values of 
varying size across 
multiple categories 
(eg earthquakes by 
contintent).

The standard way to 
show a changing time 
series. If data are 
irregular, consider 
markers to represent 
data points.

Presents time on the Y 
axis. Good for 
displaying detailed 
time series that work 
especially well when 
scrolling on mobile.

See above. Good when 
the data are not time 
series and labels have 
long category names.

As per standard 
column but allows for 
multiple series. Can 
become tricky to read 
with more than 2 
series.

See above.

Isotype (pictogram)

Lollipop

Proportional symbol

Radar

Parallel coordinates

Use when there are big 
variations between 
values and/or seeing 
fine di�erences 
between data is not so 
important.

Excellent solution in 
some instances – use 
only with whole 
numbers (do not slice 
o� an arm to represent 
a decimal).

Lollipop charts draw 
more attention to the 
data value than 
standard bar/column – 
does not have to start at 
zero (but preferable).

A space-efficient way of 
showing value of 
multiple variables– but 
make sure they are 
organised in a way that 
makes sense to reader.

An alternative to radar 
charts – again, the 
arrangement of the 
variables is important. 
Usually benefits from 
highlighting values.

Marimekko

A good way of 
showing the size and 
proportion of data at 
the same time – as 
long as the data are 
not too complicated. 

Use for totals rather 
than rates  – be wary 
that small di�erences 
in data will be hard to 
see.

For showing 
unambiguous 
movement across a 
map.

For showing areas of 
equal value on a map. 
Can use deviation 
colour schemes for 
showing +/- values

Converting each unit on 
a map to a regular and 
equally-sized shape – 
good for representing 
voting regions with 
equal value.

Stretching and 
shrinking a map so 
that each area is sized 
according to a 
particular value.

Designed to show the 
sequencing of data 
through a flow 
process, typically 
budgets. Can include 
+/- components.

A complex but 
powerful diagram 
which can illustrate 
2-way flows (and net 
winner) in a matrix.

Used for showing the 
strength and 
inter-connectedness 
of relationships of 
varying types.

The standard way to 
show a statistical 
distribution - keep the 
gaps between columns 
small to highlight the 
‘shape’ of the data.

Standard bar charts 
display the ranks of 
values much more 
easily when sorted 
into order.

The standard way to 
show the relationship 
between two continuous 
variables, each of which 
has its own axis.

A simple standard bar 
chart that can handle 
both negative and 
positive magnitude 
values.

Shows changes in flows 
from one condition to at 
least one other; good for 
tracing the eventual 
outcome of a complex 
process.

Summarise multiple 
distributions by 
showing the median 
(centre) and range of 
the data

Similar to a box plot but 
more e�ective with 
complex distributions 
(data that cannot be 
summarised with simple 
average).

A standard way for 
showing the age and sex 
breakdown of a 
population distribution; 
e�ectively, back to back 
histograms.

A good way of showing 
how unequal a 
distribution is: y axis is 
always cumulative 
frequency, x axis is 
always a measure.

See above.

Use when there are big 
variations between 
values and/or seeing 
fine di�erences 
between data is not so 
important.

Dots placed in order 
on a strip are a 
space-efficient 
method of laying out 
ranks across multiple 
categories.

Perfect for showing 
how ranks have 
changed over time or 
vary between 
categories. 

Lollipops draw more 
attention to the data 
value than standard 
bar/column and can 
also show rank and 
value e�ectively.

A good way of 
showing the 
relationship between 
an amount (columns) 
and a rate (line).

Usually used to show 
how the relationship 
between 2 variables 
has changed over 
time. 

Like a scatterplot, but 
adds additional detail 
by sizing the circles 
according to a third 
variable.

A good way of showing 
the patterns between 2 
categories of data, less 
good at showing fine 
di�erences in amounts.

Perfect for presenting 
survey results which 
involve sentiment (eg 
disagree/neutral/
agree).

Splits a single value 
into two contrasting 
components (eg
male/female).

The shaded area of 
these charts allows a 
balance to be shown – 
either against a 
baseline or between 
two series.

Ranking
Use where an item’s position in an 
ordered list is more important than its 
absolute or relative value. Don’t be 
afraid to highlight the points of interest.

Example FT uses
Wealth, deprivation, league tables, 
constituency election results

Ordered column

Ordered proportional symbol

Lollipop

Slope

Dot strip plot

Ordered bar

Correlation
Show the relationship between two or 
more variables. Be mindful that, unless 
you tell them otherwise, many readers 
will assume the relationships you show 
them to be causal (i.e. one causes the 
other).

Example FT uses
Inflation & unemployment, income & life 
expectancy

Column + line timeline

Connected scatterplot

Bubble

XY heatmap

Scatterplot

Distribution
Show values in a dataset and how often 
they occur. The shape (or ‘skew’) of a 
distribution can be a memorable way of 
highlighting the lack of uniformity or 
equality in the data.

Example FT uses
Income distribution, population 
(age/sex) distribution

Histogram

Boxplot

Violin plot

Population pyramid

Cumulative curve

Dot density

Used to show the 
location of individual 
events/locations – 
make sure to annotate 
any patterns the 
reader should see.

Heat map

Grid-based data values 
mapped with an 
intensity colour scale. 
As choropleth map – 
but not snapped to an 
admin/political unit.

ft.com/vocabulary

Seismogram

Another alternative to 
the circle timeline for 
showing series where 
there are big 
variations in the data.

Bullet

Grouped symbol

Good for showing a 
measurement against 
the context of a target 
or performance range.

Part-to-whole
Show how a single entity can be broken 
down into its component elements. If 
the reader’s interest is solely in the size 
of the components, consider a 
magnitude-type chart instead.

Example FT uses
Fiscal budgets, company structures, 
national election results

Stacked column

A simple way of 
showing part-to-whole 
relationships but can be 
difficult to read with 
more than a few 
components.

Pie

Donut

Treemap

Voronoi

A common way of 
showing part-to-whole 
data – but be aware that 
it’s difficult to accurately 
compare the size of the 
segments.

Similar to a pie chart – 
but the centre can be a 
good way of making 
space to include more 
information about the 
data (eg total).

Use for hierarchical 
part-to-whole 
relationships; can be 
difficult to read when 
there are many small 
segments.

A way of turning 
points into areas – any 
point within each area 
is closer to the central 
point than any other 
centroid.

Marimekko

A good way of 
showing the size and 
proportion of data at 
the same time – as 
long as the data are 
not too complicated. 

Arc

Gridplot

Waterfall

Venn

A hemicycle, often 
used for visualising 
political results in 
parliaments.

Good for showing % 
information, they work 
best when used on 
whole numbers and 
work well in multiple 
layout form. 

Generally only used 
for schematic 
representation.

Can be useful for 
showing part-to-whole 
relationships where 
some of the 
components are 
negative.

An alternative to 
bar/column charts when 
being able to count 
data or highlight 
individual elements is 
useful.

E�ective for showing 
changing rankings 
across multiple dates. 
For large datasets, 
consider grouping lines 
using colour.

Bump

For displaying multiple 
distributions of data. 
Like a regular line 
chart, best limited to a 
maximum of 3 or 4 
datasets.

Frequency polygons

© Financial Times

Candlestick

Usually focused on 
day-to-day activity, 
these charts show 
opening/closing and 
high/low points of 
each day.

Area chart

Slope

Good for showing 
changing data as long 
as the data can be 
simplified into 2 or 3 
points without missing 
a key part of story.

Use with care – these 
are good at showing 
changes to total, but 
seeing change in 
components can be 
very difficult.

Good for showing 
individual values in a 
distribution, can be a 
problem when too 
many dots have the 
same value.

Like dot strip plots, 
good for displaying all 
the data in a table, 
they work best when 
highlighting individual 
values.

Dot strip plot

Barcode plot

A simple way of 
showing the change or 
range (min/max) of 
data across multiple 
categories.

Dot plot

The visual vocabu-
lary of The  Financial 
Times. Data visuali-
zation editor Alan 
Smith sees the 
 relation to his 
 audience as an 
 educational 
 process in which 
users are gradually 
learning how to 
 decipher more and 
more complex chart 
types because they 
find it worth the 
 effort: ”We can 
challenge them  
if we can reward 
them”.

Visual
vocabulary
Designing with data

There are so many ways to visualise data - how do we 
know which one to pick? Use the categories across the 
top to decide which data relationship is most important 
in your story, then look at the di�erent types of chart 
within the category to form some initial ideas about what 
might work best. This list is not meant to be exhaustive, 
nor a wizard, but is a useful starting point for making 
informative and meaningful data visualisations.

FT graphic: Alan Smith; Chris Campbell; Ian Bott; Liz Faunce; Graham Parrish; Billy Ehrenberg; Paul McCallum; Martin Stabe
Inspired by the Graphic Continuum by Jon Schwabish and Severino Ribecca

Flow
Show the reader volumes or intensity of 
movement between two or more states 
or conditions. These might be logical 
sequences or geographical locations.

Example FT uses
Movement of funds, trade, migrants, 
lawsuits, information; relationship 
graphs.

Waterfall

Sankey

Chord

Network

Spatial
Aside from locator maps only used 
when precise locations or geographical 
patterns in data are more important to 
the reader than anything else. 

Example FT uses
Population density, natural resource 
locations, natural disaster risk/impact, 
catchment areas, variation in election 
results

Basic choropleth (rate/ratio)

Scaled cartogram (value)

Flow map

Contour map

Equalised cartogram

Proportional symbol (count/magnitude)

Change over Time
Give emphasis to changing trends. 
These can be short (intra-day) 
movements or extended series 
traversing decades or centuries: 
Choosing the correct time period is 
important to provide suitable context 
for the reader.

Example FT uses
Share price movements, economic time 
series

Column

Fan chart (projections)

Column + line timeline

Calendar heatmap

Line

Priestley timeline

Circle timeline

Connected scatterplot

Vertical timeline

Magnitude
Show size comparisons. These can be 
relative (just being able to see 
larger/bigger) or absolute (need to see 
fine di�erences). Usually these show a 
‘counted’ number (for example, barrels, 
dollars or people) rather than a 
calculated rate or per cent.

Example FT uses
Commodity production, market 
capitalisation

Paired column

Paired bar

Bar

Column

Deviation
Emphasise variations (+/-) from a fixed 
reference point. Typically the reference 
point is zero but it can also be a target 
or a long-term average. Can also be 
used to show sentiment 
(positive/neutral/negative).

Example FT uses
Trade surplus/deficit, climate change

Diverging bar

Diverging stacked bar

Surplus/deficit filled line

Spine

The standard approach 
for putting data on a 
map – should always be 
rates rather than totals 
and use a sensible base 
geography.

The standard way to 
compare the size of 
things. Must always 
start at 0 on the axis.

Columns work well for 
showing change over 
time - but usually best 
with only one series of 
data at a time.

A good way of 
showing the 
relationship over time 
between an amount 
(columns) and a rate 
(line).

Use to show the 
uncertainty in future 
projections - usually 
this grows the further 
forward to projection.

A good way of showing 
changing data for two 
variables whenever 
there is a relatively 
clear pattern of 
progression.

A great way of showing 
temporal patterns 
(daily, weekly, monthly) 
– at the expense of 
showing precision in 
quantity.

Great when date and 
duration are key 
elements of the story 
in the data.

Good for showing 
discrete values of 
varying size across 
multiple categories 
(eg earthquakes by 
contintent).

The standard way to 
show a changing time 
series. If data are 
irregular, consider 
markers to represent 
data points.

Presents time on the Y 
axis. Good for 
displaying detailed 
time series that work 
especially well when 
scrolling on mobile.

See above. Good when 
the data are not time 
series and labels have 
long category names.

As per standard 
column but allows for 
multiple series. Can 
become tricky to read 
with more than 2 
series.

See above.

Isotype (pictogram)

Lollipop

Proportional symbol

Radar

Parallel coordinates

Use when there are big 
variations between 
values and/or seeing 
fine di�erences 
between data is not so 
important.

Excellent solution in 
some instances – use 
only with whole 
numbers (do not slice 
o� an arm to represent 
a decimal).

Lollipop charts draw 
more attention to the 
data value than 
standard bar/column – 
does not have to start at 
zero (but preferable).

A space-efficient way of 
showing value of 
multiple variables– but 
make sure they are 
organised in a way that 
makes sense to reader.

An alternative to radar 
charts – again, the 
arrangement of the 
variables is important. 
Usually benefits from 
highlighting values.

Marimekko

A good way of 
showing the size and 
proportion of data at 
the same time – as 
long as the data are 
not too complicated. 

Use for totals rather 
than rates  – be wary 
that small di�erences 
in data will be hard to 
see.

For showing 
unambiguous 
movement across a 
map.

For showing areas of 
equal value on a map. 
Can use deviation 
colour schemes for 
showing +/- values

Converting each unit on 
a map to a regular and 
equally-sized shape – 
good for representing 
voting regions with 
equal value.

Stretching and 
shrinking a map so 
that each area is sized 
according to a 
particular value.

Designed to show the 
sequencing of data 
through a flow 
process, typically 
budgets. Can include 
+/- components.

A complex but 
powerful diagram 
which can illustrate 
2-way flows (and net 
winner) in a matrix.

Used for showing the 
strength and 
inter-connectedness 
of relationships of 
varying types.

The standard way to 
show a statistical 
distribution - keep the 
gaps between columns 
small to highlight the 
‘shape’ of the data.

Standard bar charts 
display the ranks of 
values much more 
easily when sorted 
into order.

The standard way to 
show the relationship 
between two continuous 
variables, each of which 
has its own axis.

A simple standard bar 
chart that can handle 
both negative and 
positive magnitude 
values.

Shows changes in flows 
from one condition to at 
least one other; good for 
tracing the eventual 
outcome of a complex 
process.

Summarise multiple 
distributions by 
showing the median 
(centre) and range of 
the data

Similar to a box plot but 
more e�ective with 
complex distributions 
(data that cannot be 
summarised with simple 
average).

A standard way for 
showing the age and sex 
breakdown of a 
population distribution; 
e�ectively, back to back 
histograms.

A good way of showing 
how unequal a 
distribution is: y axis is 
always cumulative 
frequency, x axis is 
always a measure.

See above.

Use when there are big 
variations between 
values and/or seeing 
fine di�erences 
between data is not so 
important.

Dots placed in order 
on a strip are a 
space-efficient 
method of laying out 
ranks across multiple 
categories.

Perfect for showing 
how ranks have 
changed over time or 
vary between 
categories. 

Lollipops draw more 
attention to the data 
value than standard 
bar/column and can 
also show rank and 
value e�ectively.

A good way of 
showing the 
relationship between 
an amount (columns) 
and a rate (line).

Usually used to show 
how the relationship 
between 2 variables 
has changed over 
time. 

Like a scatterplot, but 
adds additional detail 
by sizing the circles 
according to a third 
variable.

A good way of showing 
the patterns between 2 
categories of data, less 
good at showing fine 
di�erences in amounts.

Perfect for presenting 
survey results which 
involve sentiment (eg 
disagree/neutral/
agree).

Splits a single value 
into two contrasting 
components (eg
male/female).

The shaded area of 
these charts allows a 
balance to be shown – 
either against a 
baseline or between 
two series.

Ranking
Use where an item’s position in an 
ordered list is more important than its 
absolute or relative value. Don’t be 
afraid to highlight the points of interest.

Example FT uses
Wealth, deprivation, league tables, 
constituency election results

Ordered column

Ordered proportional symbol

Lollipop

Slope

Dot strip plot

Ordered bar

Correlation
Show the relationship between two or 
more variables. Be mindful that, unless 
you tell them otherwise, many readers 
will assume the relationships you show 
them to be causal (i.e. one causes the 
other).

Example FT uses
Inflation & unemployment, income & life 
expectancy

Column + line timeline

Connected scatterplot

Bubble

XY heatmap

Scatterplot

Distribution
Show values in a dataset and how often 
they occur. The shape (or ‘skew’) of a 
distribution can be a memorable way of 
highlighting the lack of uniformity or 
equality in the data.

Example FT uses
Income distribution, population 
(age/sex) distribution

Histogram

Boxplot

Violin plot

Population pyramid

Cumulative curve

Dot density

Used to show the 
location of individual 
events/locations – 
make sure to annotate 
any patterns the 
reader should see.

Heat map

Grid-based data values 
mapped with an 
intensity colour scale. 
As choropleth map – 
but not snapped to an 
admin/political unit.

ft.com/vocabulary

Seismogram

Another alternative to 
the circle timeline for 
showing series where 
there are big 
variations in the data.

Bullet

Grouped symbol

Good for showing a 
measurement against 
the context of a target 
or performance range.

Part-to-whole
Show how a single entity can be broken 
down into its component elements. If 
the reader’s interest is solely in the size 
of the components, consider a 
magnitude-type chart instead.

Example FT uses
Fiscal budgets, company structures, 
national election results

Stacked column

A simple way of 
showing part-to-whole 
relationships but can be 
difficult to read with 
more than a few 
components.

Pie

Donut

Treemap

Voronoi

A common way of 
showing part-to-whole 
data – but be aware that 
it’s difficult to accurately 
compare the size of the 
segments.

Similar to a pie chart – 
but the centre can be a 
good way of making 
space to include more 
information about the 
data (eg total).

Use for hierarchical 
part-to-whole 
relationships; can be 
difficult to read when 
there are many small 
segments.

A way of turning 
points into areas – any 
point within each area 
is closer to the central 
point than any other 
centroid.

Marimekko

A good way of 
showing the size and 
proportion of data at 
the same time – as 
long as the data are 
not too complicated. 

Arc

Gridplot

Waterfall

Venn

A hemicycle, often 
used for visualising 
political results in 
parliaments.

Good for showing % 
information, they work 
best when used on 
whole numbers and 
work well in multiple 
layout form. 

Generally only used 
for schematic 
representation.

Can be useful for 
showing part-to-whole 
relationships where 
some of the 
components are 
negative.

An alternative to 
bar/column charts when 
being able to count 
data or highlight 
individual elements is 
useful.

E�ective for showing 
changing rankings 
across multiple dates. 
For large datasets, 
consider grouping lines 
using colour.

Bump

For displaying multiple 
distributions of data. 
Like a regular line 
chart, best limited to a 
maximum of 3 or 4 
datasets.

Frequency polygons

© Financial Times

Candlestick

Usually focused on 
day-to-day activity, 
these charts show 
opening/closing and 
high/low points of 
each day.

Area chart

Slope

Good for showing 
changing data as long 
as the data can be 
simplified into 2 or 3 
points without missing 
a key part of story.

Use with care – these 
are good at showing 
changes to total, but 
seeing change in 
components can be 
very difficult.

Good for showing 
individual values in a 
distribution, can be a 
problem when too 
many dots have the 
same value.

Like dot strip plots, 
good for displaying all 
the data in a table, 
they work best when 
highlighting individual 
values.

Dot strip plot

Barcode plot

A simple way of 
showing the change or 
range (min/max) of 
data across multiple 
categories.

Dot plot
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The art of 
 boring some
one is to  
tell them 
everything
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In different ways, the three maximes are visible in Kosslyn’s eight principles:
1.  The Principle of Relevance: Communication is most effective when neither too much 

nor too little information is presented.
2.   The Principle of Appropriate Knowledge: Communication requires prior knowledge 

of relevant concepts, jargon, and symbols.
3.  The Principle of Salience: Attention is drawn to large perceptible differences.
4.  The Principle of Discriminability: Two properties must differ by a large enough pro-

portion or they will not be distinguished.
5.  The Principle of Perceptual Organization: People automatically group elements into 

units, which they then attend to and remember.
6.  The Principle of Compatibility: A message is easiest to understand if its form is com-

patible with its meaning.
7.  The Principle of Informative Changes: People expect changes in properties to carry 

information.
8.  The Principle of Capacity Limitations: People have a limited capacity to retain and 

to process information and will not understand a message if too much information 
must be retained or processed.

The last principle is one many infographic artists tend to forget as they get carried 
away with the lots of wonderful information they are given the chance to pass on to 
their audience. But “the art of boring someone is to tell them everything”, as Voltaire 
is supposed to have said. Any message should be told in the simplest way possible that 
will not reduce understanding.
 “Mega-graphics” like the one below will impress most of us – but only a minority 
will have the stamina to work themselves through the abundance of information.

Here’s how much, 
and how little, you 
can tell your read-
ers about Titanic 
with infographics. 
Which one 
 communicates  
most effectively?

Eight psychological principles of effective graphics
The internationally renowned brain scientist Stephen M. Kosslyn is the author of an-
other academic classic in the field of infographics. Graph Design for the Eye and Mind 
is a guidebook on how to design infographics in the most user-friendly way. However, 
the eight recommendations around which the book revolves are relevant not only to 
infographics but can be applied to all kinds of visual communication.
 In his first version of the book, titled Elements of Graph Design, Kosslyn (who has 
more than 40 years of experience from professorships at universities such as Harvard 
and Stanford) sustains his recommendations with three so-called maximes on how 
the human mind works. According to the preface, the author omitted these maximes 
in the new version because he thought they “were not as well organized as they could 
have been”. Allow me to disagree – I think they are spot on:
•  The Mind Is Not a Camera: The mind is not a passive observer but actively organizes 

data to make sense of them. Our visual system has a number of separate “input 
channels” which we should utilize to avoid “overloading” the decision-maker.

•  The Mind Judges a Book by Its Cover: Always aim at designing visual representations 
that can be associated with the “real-world” entity at an intuitive level.

•  The Spirit Is Willing, But the Mind Is Weak: Only a limited amount of information can 
be retained in our short term memory at one time. The only way to increase this 
amount is by “chunking” the information being stored. 

By showing the 
spread of different 
diseases before 
and after the inven-
tion of a vaccine 
against the disease 
(marked with brown 
circles), this graphic 
substantiates the 
case for using vac-
cines. This graphic 
looks complicated 
not because it is 
badly executed but 
because the mes-
sage is complex. 
Any message  
should be told in 
the simplest way 
possible that will 
not reduce under-
standing.
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How Donald Trump won
by Matthew Yglesias, Javier Zarracina, and Sarah Frostenson on July 18, 2016

 TWEET SHARE

Donald Trump’s unexpected transformation from reality television star to Republican

Party presidential nominee has been analyzed endlessly over the past few months.

Most of that analysis, mostly appropriately, has focused on the deep structural factors

that powered his popularity. But Trump polled well in the GOP field a year ago when

almost nobody thought he would win.

The specific tactical modalities that took Trump from "well-known celebrity who

polled well among Republicans" to "guy who beat a dozen established politicians and

became the nominee" are worth recounting on their own terms. It’s a story of strong,

innovative behavior on Trump’s part. But it's also a story of massive blundering on the

part of the Republican establishment.

It's a tale in which, somewhat ironically, disciples of free market economics were

brought down largely by collective action problems and an inability to coordinate.

Prelude: Mitt Romney and the birth certificate

There are some real consistent throughlines in Trump’s political thought over the

years, as Vox learned when we read 12 of Trump’s books.

But there are also massive inconsistencies. The current incarnation of Trump is just

about five years old and dates to a string of incidents in 2011 when he raised questions

about the authenticity of Barack Obama’s claim to have been born in Hawaii.

If the Republican Party were a healthy political organization, this would have led GOP

elected officials to shun Trump, who had no other particular background in

conservative politics. Imagine how fast Democrats would have run away from a

television star who in 2003 started voicing the opinion that 9/11 was an inside job.

But Republicans did the reverse. Mitt Romney sought and received Donald Trump’s

endorsement, staging a joint event with him and inviting him to address the 2012

GOP convention. Despite some later protestations by anti-Trump Republicans that

their party had been taken over by an alien invader, the fact is that they invited Trump

into their house.

1) Media dominance

The very strong GOP performances in the 2010 and 2014 midterm elections meant

that Republicans were blessed with a surfeit of basically qualified statewide elected

officials to run for president in 2016. Add to that bumper crop an older cohort of

governors that included Jeb Bush and Rick Perry, and they had a very strong field

indeed. Almost too strong, it turned out, because the vast cast of characters meant it

was challenging for any one Republican to get attention and stand out from the crowd.

Trump, by contrast, proved to be extremely talented at standing out from the crowd. A

combination of outrageous statements and refreshing accessibility to the press — he

was endlessly willing to do unscripted television appearances — let him completely

dominate media coverage from day one.

2) Complacency

Even as Trump led in the polls throughout the fall of 2015, the dominant view among

his opponents was an overwhelming sense of complacency. For starters, despite his

lead, Trump’s absolute standing in the polls wasn’t that impressive — he was well

below 50 percent.

Rivals campaigns simply assumed, perhaps specifically under the influence of The

Party Decides or perhaps simply out of broad analogy to the Herman Cain and

Michele Bachmann campaigns in 2012, that Trump’s appeal would naturally fade away.

The name of the game, then, wasn’t to beat Trump but simply to pick up the pieces

when he collapsed.

Consequently, Ted Cruz spent this period sucking up to Trump in hopes of inheriting

his supporters down the road.

Jeb Bush’s Super PAC spent the lion’s share of its massive financial resources

slamming all the non-Trump candidates in a desperate effort to turn Bush into the

Last Non-Trump Candidate Standing. John Kasich and Chris Christie essentially sat out

the active national campaigning and simply squatted in New Hampshire, hoping a

strong second place in the Granite State would catapult them into relevance. Marco

Rubio’s focus was on wresting the establishment mantle away from Jeb.

3) Fear of Ted Cruz

By January, a clear weak spot had emerged in Trump’s path to victory. He was still well

below 50 percent in national polls and was in clear danger of losing Iowa to Ted Cruz.

Cruz could beat him in Iowa, emerge as the Trump-stopper candidate, and then

consolidate non-Trump voters and win.

The problem was that Republican leaders all hate Ted Cruz. Indeed, much of the

GOP establishment convinced itself it actually preferred Trump to Cruz.

None of this stopped Cruz from squeaking out a win in Iowa, but it did stop him from

translating that Iowa win into the kind of massive momentum that could have

conceivably stopped Trump. There was no flood of endorsements to Cruz, no surge in

favorable coverage from unexpected sources, and no strange new respect from the

media.

4) Rubio’s bad debate

Around the new year, Marco Rubio’s campaign became to articulate the 3-2-1 strategy

for victory: Score a third-place win in Iowa behind Cruz and Trump, finish second

behind Trump in New Hampshire, and then consolidate all non-Trump, non-Cruz voters

behind him to win South Carolina. That, Rubio thought, would then set him up for a

winning nationwide campaign.

Rubio got his third-place Iowa finish, breaking out from the pack and establishing

considerable momentum in his direction in terms of endorsements and media

coverage.

Then came a disastrous pre–New Hampshire debate where, in response to a tough

attack by Chris Christie, he totally melted down in a rare gaffe that actually

mattered, by significantly undermining faith in his readiness for the big time.

This pushed Rubio way down into fifth place in New Hampshire and elevated Kasich

into second, with New Hampshire primary voters either not knowing or not caring that

Kasich had no campaign operation outside of New Hampshire and no way to leverage a

strong showing there into a South Carolina win.

5) Chaos in South Carolina

Rubio’s extraordinarily poor showing in New Hampshire meant that Bush stayed in the

race to commit a last stand in South Carolina. Kasich had a little momentum. Cruz was

strong throughout the South. And at this point, the establishment was overcommitted

to Rubio and had to back him.

The result was that Trump won all 50 delegates in South Carolina with less than a third

of the vote. The establishment-friendly triad of Rubio, Bush, and Kasich combined to

outpoll Trump substantially, but with the vote split three ways Trump ended up 10

points ahead of Rubio and won all the delegates.

The Palmetto State earned a reputation over the previous few cycles as party leaders’

go-to insurgent-stopper state. And it’s easy to imagine an alternate reality in which

Rubio didn’t mess up at the debate, did better in New Hampshire, earned the

endorsements of Bush and/or Kasich before South Carolina, and started beating

Trump head to head.

There’s another reality in which the state’s political establishment lined up behind Cruz

as the strongest non-Trump horse in the race and started his path toward

consolidating the party. Instead, the GOP got a mess.

6) Super Tuesday

The first really large set of states to vote came on March 1, by which time Bush had

gotten out of the race and Cruz had clearly emerged as the strongest alternate to

Trump, thanks to his lead in Texas and his pockets of strength throughout the South.

But both Rubio and Kasich wanted to hold on and run through Super Tuesday, because

both were still counting on victories in their respective home states of Florida and

Ohio on March 15.

The result was largely a sweep for Trump against a divided field. He won Tennessee

with 40 percent of the vote. He won Virginia with 35 percent. He got 39 percent in

Georgia. He carried Vermont with 33 percent.

The states that voted on Super Tuesday were largely in Trump’s strongest regions, and

while many rank-and-file Republican voters wanted Trump to be their party’s nominee,

the majority didn’t vote for him. Nonetheless, he carried the vast majority of states

and another huge haul of delegates.

7) Mopping up

The primary still had two months to go, but the Super Tuesday results paired with

Rubio’s dismal poll numbers in Florida meant it was essentially over. The two

candidates who remained in the field — Cruz and Kasich — were both deeply divisive

forces inside the Republican Party rather than the kind of people who could build a

broad anti-Trump coalition.

What’s more, it rapidly became clear that while strong campaigns by Cruz and Kasich

could keep Trump from winning the 50 percent of delegates he would need to lock the

nomination, there was no way either Cruz or Kasich would get more than 50 percent.

That complicated the message for both contenders — were they really running, or

were they simply stalking horses for Romney or Paul Ryan or some other

establishment figure on the sidelines?

But more importantly, it raised the specter of a messy contested convention, a floor

fight, and possible chaos. Americans are habituated to elections in which a plurality

is good enough to win, and to many, the idea of denying Trump the majority felt like a

proposed theft.

Rather than consolidating to make a last stand against him, elements of the party

started shifting in Trump’s favor. The governors of Florida and Maine endorsed him —

along with former rival New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie — and Trump started drifting

upward in national polls.

There were a handful of stumbling points and false dawns of opposition along the way,

but in retrospect everything from mid-March forward was a mop-up operation. All

along, Trump’s level of support had been low enough to make him beatable in theory,

but nobody had actually come along to beat him and neither Cruz nor Kasich was in a

position to do the job.
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 TWEET SHARE

Donald Trump’s unexpected transformation from reality television star to Republican

Party presidential nominee has been analyzed endlessly over the past few months.

Most of that analysis, mostly appropriately, has focused on the deep structural factors

that powered his popularity. But Trump polled well in the GOP field a year ago when

almost nobody thought he would win.

The specific tactical modalities that took Trump from "well-known celebrity who

polled well among Republicans" to "guy who beat a dozen established politicians and

became the nominee" are worth recounting on their own terms. It’s a story of strong,

innovative behavior on Trump’s part. But it's also a story of massive blundering on the

part of the Republican establishment.

It's a tale in which, somewhat ironically, disciples of free market economics were

brought down largely by collective action problems and an inability to coordinate.

Prelude: Mitt Romney and the birth certificate

There are some real consistent throughlines in Trump’s political thought over the

years, as Vox learned when we read 12 of Trump’s books.

But there are also massive inconsistencies. The current incarnation of Trump is just

about five years old and dates to a string of incidents in 2011 when he raised questions

about the authenticity of Barack Obama’s claim to have been born in Hawaii.

If the Republican Party were a healthy political organization, this would have led GOP

elected officials to shun Trump, who had no other particular background in

conservative politics. Imagine how fast Democrats would have run away from a

television star who in 2003 started voicing the opinion that 9/11 was an inside job.

But Republicans did the reverse. Mitt Romney sought and received Donald Trump’s

endorsement, staging a joint event with him and inviting him to address the 2012

GOP convention. Despite some later protestations by anti-Trump Republicans that

their party had been taken over by an alien invader, the fact is that they invited Trump

into their house.

1) Media dominance

The very strong GOP performances in the 2010 and 2014 midterm elections meant

that Republicans were blessed with a surfeit of basically qualified statewide elected

officials to run for president in 2016. Add to that bumper crop an older cohort of

governors that included Jeb Bush and Rick Perry, and they had a very strong field

indeed. Almost too strong, it turned out, because the vast cast of characters meant it

was challenging for any one Republican to get attention and stand out from the crowd.

Trump, by contrast, proved to be extremely talented at standing out from the crowd. A

combination of outrageous statements and refreshing accessibility to the press — he

was endlessly willing to do unscripted television appearances — let him completely

dominate media coverage from day one.

2) Complacency

Even as Trump led in the polls throughout the fall of 2015, the dominant view among

his opponents was an overwhelming sense of complacency. For starters, despite his

lead, Trump’s absolute standing in the polls wasn’t that impressive — he was well

below 50 percent.

Rivals campaigns simply assumed, perhaps specifically under the influence of The

Party Decides or perhaps simply out of broad analogy to the Herman Cain and

Michele Bachmann campaigns in 2012, that Trump’s appeal would naturally fade away.

The name of the game, then, wasn’t to beat Trump but simply to pick up the pieces

when he collapsed.

Consequently, Ted Cruz spent this period sucking up to Trump in hopes of inheriting

his supporters down the road.

Jeb Bush’s Super PAC spent the lion’s share of its massive financial resources

slamming all the non-Trump candidates in a desperate effort to turn Bush into the

Last Non-Trump Candidate Standing. John Kasich and Chris Christie essentially sat out

the active national campaigning and simply squatted in New Hampshire, hoping a

strong second place in the Granite State would catapult them into relevance. Marco

Rubio’s focus was on wresting the establishment mantle away from Jeb.

3) Fear of Ted Cruz

By January, a clear weak spot had emerged in Trump’s path to victory. He was still well

below 50 percent in national polls and was in clear danger of losing Iowa to Ted Cruz.

Cruz could beat him in Iowa, emerge as the Trump-stopper candidate, and then

consolidate non-Trump voters and win.

The problem was that Republican leaders all hate Ted Cruz. Indeed, much of the

GOP establishment convinced itself it actually preferred Trump to Cruz.

None of this stopped Cruz from squeaking out a win in Iowa, but it did stop him from

translating that Iowa win into the kind of massive momentum that could have

conceivably stopped Trump. There was no flood of endorsements to Cruz, no surge in

favorable coverage from unexpected sources, and no strange new respect from the

media.

4) Rubio’s bad debate

Around the new year, Marco Rubio’s campaign became to articulate the 3-2-1 strategy

for victory: Score a third-place win in Iowa behind Cruz and Trump, finish second

behind Trump in New Hampshire, and then consolidate all non-Trump, non-Cruz voters

behind him to win South Carolina. That, Rubio thought, would then set him up for a

winning nationwide campaign.

Rubio got his third-place Iowa finish, breaking out from the pack and establishing

considerable momentum in his direction in terms of endorsements and media

coverage.

Then came a disastrous pre–New Hampshire debate where, in response to a tough

attack by Chris Christie, he totally melted down in a rare gaffe that actually

mattered, by significantly undermining faith in his readiness for the big time.

This pushed Rubio way down into fifth place in New Hampshire and elevated Kasich

into second, with New Hampshire primary voters either not knowing or not caring that

Kasich had no campaign operation outside of New Hampshire and no way to leverage a

strong showing there into a South Carolina win.

5) Chaos in South Carolina

Rubio’s extraordinarily poor showing in New Hampshire meant that Bush stayed in the

race to commit a last stand in South Carolina. Kasich had a little momentum. Cruz was

strong throughout the South. And at this point, the establishment was overcommitted

to Rubio and had to back him.

The result was that Trump won all 50 delegates in South Carolina with less than a third

of the vote. The establishment-friendly triad of Rubio, Bush, and Kasich combined to

outpoll Trump substantially, but with the vote split three ways Trump ended up 10

points ahead of Rubio and won all the delegates.

The Palmetto State earned a reputation over the previous few cycles as party leaders’

go-to insurgent-stopper state. And it’s easy to imagine an alternate reality in which

Rubio didn’t mess up at the debate, did better in New Hampshire, earned the

endorsements of Bush and/or Kasich before South Carolina, and started beating

Trump head to head.

There’s another reality in which the state’s political establishment lined up behind Cruz

as the strongest non-Trump horse in the race and started his path toward

consolidating the party. Instead, the GOP got a mess.

6) Super Tuesday

The first really large set of states to vote came on March 1, by which time Bush had

gotten out of the race and Cruz had clearly emerged as the strongest alternate to

Trump, thanks to his lead in Texas and his pockets of strength throughout the South.

But both Rubio and Kasich wanted to hold on and run through Super Tuesday, because

both were still counting on victories in their respective home states of Florida and

Ohio on March 15.

The result was largely a sweep for Trump against a divided field. He won Tennessee

with 40 percent of the vote. He won Virginia with 35 percent. He got 39 percent in

Georgia. He carried Vermont with 33 percent.

The states that voted on Super Tuesday were largely in Trump’s strongest regions, and

while many rank-and-file Republican voters wanted Trump to be their party’s nominee,

the majority didn’t vote for him. Nonetheless, he carried the vast majority of states

and another huge haul of delegates.

7) Mopping up

The primary still had two months to go, but the Super Tuesday results paired with

Rubio’s dismal poll numbers in Florida meant it was essentially over. The two

candidates who remained in the field — Cruz and Kasich — were both deeply divisive

forces inside the Republican Party rather than the kind of people who could build a

broad anti-Trump coalition.

What’s more, it rapidly became clear that while strong campaigns by Cruz and Kasich

could keep Trump from winning the 50 percent of delegates he would need to lock the

nomination, there was no way either Cruz or Kasich would get more than 50 percent.

That complicated the message for both contenders — were they really running, or

were they simply stalking horses for Romney or Paul Ryan or some other

establishment figure on the sidelines?

But more importantly, it raised the specter of a messy contested convention, a floor

fight, and possible chaos. Americans are habituated to elections in which a plurality

is good enough to win, and to many, the idea of denying Trump the majority felt like a

proposed theft.

Rather than consolidating to make a last stand against him, elements of the party

started shifting in Trump’s favor. The governors of Florida and Maine endorsed him —

along with former rival New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie — and Trump started drifting

upward in national polls.

There were a handful of stumbling points and false dawns of opposition along the way,

but in retrospect everything from mid-March forward was a mop-up operation. All

along, Trump’s level of support had been low enough to make him beatable in theory,

but nobody had actually come along to beat him and neither Cruz nor Kasich was in a

position to do the job.
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How Donald Trump won
by Matthew Yglesias, Javier Zarracina, and Sarah Frostenson on July 18, 2016

 TWEET SHARE

Donald Trump’s unexpected transformation from reality television star to Republican

Party presidential nominee has been analyzed endlessly over the past few months.

Most of that analysis, mostly appropriately, has focused on the deep structural factors

that powered his popularity. But Trump polled well in the GOP field a year ago when

almost nobody thought he would win.

The specific tactical modalities that took Trump from "well-known celebrity who

polled well among Republicans" to "guy who beat a dozen established politicians and

became the nominee" are worth recounting on their own terms. It’s a story of strong,

innovative behavior on Trump’s part. But it's also a story of massive blundering on the

part of the Republican establishment.

It's a tale in which, somewhat ironically, disciples of free market economics were

brought down largely by collective action problems and an inability to coordinate.

Prelude: Mitt Romney and the birth certificate

There are some real consistent throughlines in Trump’s political thought over the

years, as Vox learned when we read 12 of Trump’s books.

But there are also massive inconsistencies. The current incarnation of Trump is just

about five years old and dates to a string of incidents in 2011 when he raised questions

about the authenticity of Barack Obama’s claim to have been born in Hawaii.

If the Republican Party were a healthy political organization, this would have led GOP

elected officials to shun Trump, who had no other particular background in

conservative politics. Imagine how fast Democrats would have run away from a

television star who in 2003 started voicing the opinion that 9/11 was an inside job.

But Republicans did the reverse. Mitt Romney sought and received Donald Trump’s

endorsement, staging a joint event with him and inviting him to address the 2012

GOP convention. Despite some later protestations by anti-Trump Republicans that

their party had been taken over by an alien invader, the fact is that they invited Trump

into their house.

1) Media dominance

The very strong GOP performances in the 2010 and 2014 midterm elections meant

that Republicans were blessed with a surfeit of basically qualified statewide elected

officials to run for president in 2016. Add to that bumper crop an older cohort of

governors that included Jeb Bush and Rick Perry, and they had a very strong field

indeed. Almost too strong, it turned out, because the vast cast of characters meant it

was challenging for any one Republican to get attention and stand out from the crowd.

Trump, by contrast, proved to be extremely talented at standing out from the crowd. A

combination of outrageous statements and refreshing accessibility to the press — he

was endlessly willing to do unscripted television appearances — let him completely

dominate media coverage from day one.

2) Complacency

Even as Trump led in the polls throughout the fall of 2015, the dominant view among

his opponents was an overwhelming sense of complacency. For starters, despite his

lead, Trump’s absolute standing in the polls wasn’t that impressive — he was well

below 50 percent.

Rivals campaigns simply assumed, perhaps specifically under the influence of The

Party Decides or perhaps simply out of broad analogy to the Herman Cain and

Michele Bachmann campaigns in 2012, that Trump’s appeal would naturally fade away.

The name of the game, then, wasn’t to beat Trump but simply to pick up the pieces

when he collapsed.

Consequently, Ted Cruz spent this period sucking up to Trump in hopes of inheriting

his supporters down the road.

Jeb Bush’s Super PAC spent the lion’s share of its massive financial resources

slamming all the non-Trump candidates in a desperate effort to turn Bush into the

Last Non-Trump Candidate Standing. John Kasich and Chris Christie essentially sat out

the active national campaigning and simply squatted in New Hampshire, hoping a

strong second place in the Granite State would catapult them into relevance. Marco

Rubio’s focus was on wresting the establishment mantle away from Jeb.

3) Fear of Ted Cruz

By January, a clear weak spot had emerged in Trump’s path to victory. He was still well

below 50 percent in national polls and was in clear danger of losing Iowa to Ted Cruz.

Cruz could beat him in Iowa, emerge as the Trump-stopper candidate, and then

consolidate non-Trump voters and win.

The problem was that Republican leaders all hate Ted Cruz. Indeed, much of the

GOP establishment convinced itself it actually preferred Trump to Cruz.

None of this stopped Cruz from squeaking out a win in Iowa, but it did stop him from

translating that Iowa win into the kind of massive momentum that could have

conceivably stopped Trump. There was no flood of endorsements to Cruz, no surge in

favorable coverage from unexpected sources, and no strange new respect from the

media.

4) Rubio’s bad debate

Around the new year, Marco Rubio’s campaign became to articulate the 3-2-1 strategy

for victory: Score a third-place win in Iowa behind Cruz and Trump, finish second

behind Trump in New Hampshire, and then consolidate all non-Trump, non-Cruz voters

behind him to win South Carolina. That, Rubio thought, would then set him up for a

winning nationwide campaign.

Rubio got his third-place Iowa finish, breaking out from the pack and establishing

considerable momentum in his direction in terms of endorsements and media

coverage.

Then came a disastrous pre–New Hampshire debate where, in response to a tough

attack by Chris Christie, he totally melted down in a rare gaffe that actually

mattered, by significantly undermining faith in his readiness for the big time.

This pushed Rubio way down into fifth place in New Hampshire and elevated Kasich

into second, with New Hampshire primary voters either not knowing or not caring that

Kasich had no campaign operation outside of New Hampshire and no way to leverage a

strong showing there into a South Carolina win.

5) Chaos in South Carolina

Rubio’s extraordinarily poor showing in New Hampshire meant that Bush stayed in the

race to commit a last stand in South Carolina. Kasich had a little momentum. Cruz was

strong throughout the South. And at this point, the establishment was overcommitted

to Rubio and had to back him.

The result was that Trump won all 50 delegates in South Carolina with less than a third

of the vote. The establishment-friendly triad of Rubio, Bush, and Kasich combined to

outpoll Trump substantially, but with the vote split three ways Trump ended up 10

points ahead of Rubio and won all the delegates.

The Palmetto State earned a reputation over the previous few cycles as party leaders’

go-to insurgent-stopper state. And it’s easy to imagine an alternate reality in which

Rubio didn’t mess up at the debate, did better in New Hampshire, earned the

endorsements of Bush and/or Kasich before South Carolina, and started beating

Trump head to head.

There’s another reality in which the state’s political establishment lined up behind Cruz

as the strongest non-Trump horse in the race and started his path toward

consolidating the party. Instead, the GOP got a mess.

6) Super Tuesday

The first really large set of states to vote came on March 1, by which time Bush had

gotten out of the race and Cruz had clearly emerged as the strongest alternate to

Trump, thanks to his lead in Texas and his pockets of strength throughout the South.

But both Rubio and Kasich wanted to hold on and run through Super Tuesday, because

both were still counting on victories in their respective home states of Florida and

Ohio on March 15.

The result was largely a sweep for Trump against a divided field. He won Tennessee

with 40 percent of the vote. He won Virginia with 35 percent. He got 39 percent in

Georgia. He carried Vermont with 33 percent.

The states that voted on Super Tuesday were largely in Trump’s strongest regions, and

while many rank-and-file Republican voters wanted Trump to be their party’s nominee,

the majority didn’t vote for him. Nonetheless, he carried the vast majority of states

and another huge haul of delegates.

7) Mopping up

The primary still had two months to go, but the Super Tuesday results paired with

Rubio’s dismal poll numbers in Florida meant it was essentially over. The two

candidates who remained in the field — Cruz and Kasich — were both deeply divisive

forces inside the Republican Party rather than the kind of people who could build a

broad anti-Trump coalition.

What’s more, it rapidly became clear that while strong campaigns by Cruz and Kasich

could keep Trump from winning the 50 percent of delegates he would need to lock the

nomination, there was no way either Cruz or Kasich would get more than 50 percent.

That complicated the message for both contenders — were they really running, or

were they simply stalking horses for Romney or Paul Ryan or some other

establishment figure on the sidelines?

But more importantly, it raised the specter of a messy contested convention, a floor

fight, and possible chaos. Americans are habituated to elections in which a plurality

is good enough to win, and to many, the idea of denying Trump the majority felt like a

proposed theft.

Rather than consolidating to make a last stand against him, elements of the party

started shifting in Trump’s favor. The governors of Florida and Maine endorsed him —

along with former rival New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie — and Trump started drifting

upward in national polls.

There were a handful of stumbling points and false dawns of opposition along the way,

but in retrospect everything from mid-March forward was a mop-up operation. All

along, Trump’s level of support had been low enough to make him beatable in theory,

but nobody had actually come along to beat him and neither Cruz nor Kasich was in a

position to do the job.
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At far too 
many news 
outlets, the 
 infographics 
department is 
still a delivery 
office

Graphic journalists
In Richard Saul Wurman’s bestseller from 1989, Information Anxiety, the author antic-
ipated – several years before the internet breakthrough – a world so overloaded with 
information that it would become the task of a new group of professionals – the 

 “information architects” – to organize the huge amounts of data and try making them 
make sense to people.
 Wurman was right in predicting that the need would arise, but we have yet to see 
this new group of media professionals materialize, at least to the extent Wurman was 
imagining and hoping for. At far too many news outlets, the infographics department 
is still a delivery office with graphic artists that merely execute jobs which are handed 
over, and largely defined, by reporters and editors.
 This way of organizing the workflow has two major drawbacks. One, the graphic 
artists get little opportunity to develop their own journalistic thinking, and two, the 
infographic vocabulary in the newsroom will never expand beyond the visual imagi-
nation capabilities of its writers and editors.
 The opposite approach involves the “information architect” – or the graphic jour-
nalist, a term that’s becoming more widely used and means almost the same – who 
will always focus on the story and on the explanation, instead of taking inspiration 
from some graphic seen in a different publication, maybe dealing with a completely 
different topic. Unlike their word-mastering colleagues, graphic journalists navigate 
confidently in the entire universe of visual communication tools that can be 
mustered to tell the story and explain the facts.
 Graphic journalists have not yet conquered the world’s newsrooms – for several 
different reasons. One is the financial difficulties felt by publicists everywhere ever 
since the internet gave us access to infinite amounts of free information, while at the 
same time undermining the business model of traditional media. The inertia of power 
structures in those same media outlets is another part of the explanation. Hiring new 
staff  is a harder decision to make when profits are low, and those already employed 
are seldom eager to surrender neither their desks nor the influence they have gained.
 Nonetheless, there is some light at the end of the tunnel. At three publications in 
particular, visual journalism – and graphic journalists – have become integral parts 
of the workflow. The New York Times has a proud tradition of giving infographics high 
priority, and the newspaper pretty much seems to subscribe to the Best of Show award 
at the annual “World Cup of Infographics”, the Malofiej conference in Pamplona, 
Spain. The New York Times is constantly developing and reinventing its visual story-
telling techniques, not least through so-called longreads (see page 256 ff.).
 On the magazine front, National Geographic is an equally impressive example of  , 
and among new media vox.com deserves to be acknowledged. Hiring Javier Zarracina 
as graphics editor and the leader of a team of “graphic reporters” is proof of Vox’s 
commitment to infographics and to the concept of graphic journalists – and data de-
velopers as well, as coding is becoming an ever more vital part of working with info-
graphics. The  results can be admired daily on the web – and in one example on page 
153.

At vox.com, info-
graphics is an inte-
grated part of the 
news. This example 
utilizes charts, 
 illustrations, and 
comic strip effects 
in the story about 
how Donald Trump 
became the presi-
dential candidate 
of the Republicans. 
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With this diagram, Mauro Martino from the PLOS One research network shows how the American congress is gradually getting 
more polarized. Blue dots represent congress members from the Democratic party and red dots represent Republicans. 
In the past, voting across party lines was much more common.

The National Geographic magazine can boast a year-long investment in infographics as an essential story-
telling tool. This graphic explains the technique used by emperor penguins to catapult themselves up 
through the water.
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On television, 
the use of 
 infographics 
has been 
 regarded as  
a last resort

4.3

Graphics for digital platforms
Two essentially different types of graphics
Before the internet, news media had no digital platforms for infographics. Graphics 
were used by TV networks, but mostly when there was no live footage of an event. On 
television, the use of infographics has been regarded as a last resort – partly due to 
their generally lower visual appeal, compared to “real” video, and partly because their 
facts-explaining potential tend to collide with a different concern: The urge not to lose 
flow or tempo, a significant driver of contemporary TV production. Explaining things 
thoroughly enough to be certain your viewers will understand involves a risk that your 
show will get boring.
 Web graphics exist under entirely different conditions. The user can spend as much 
time on a graphic as he or she may wish, difficult passages can be reviewed (although 
not many people do so) and in some cases, the progression of the graphic – sometimes 
even the whole story – can be managed by the user.
 In spite of the differences between the two types of graphics, I have chosen to pres-
ent them in one chapter because they are now published and consumed side by side 
on the same platform – the internet – and because from a user’s perspective, there’s 
actually a smooth transition, rather than a sharp distinction, between the two.

Animated and interactive graphics: What’s the point of making them?
In the eighties, infographics were celebrated as though they were the saviors of news 
media. The craze peaked in 1991, during the first Gulf War, when the pages of news-
papers and news magazines spilled over with colorful “megagraphics”. Part of the 
reason was a new set of hard restrictions put on press photographers by the U.S. Army 

– a lesson learned from the previous war (in Vietnam) when photos and tv footage had 
had dramatic effect on the public opinion, and possibly on the outcome of the war.
 The ”graphic journalism” which reported the Gulf War had quite a different effect. 
Some began to worry that the heavy use of infographics was making violent acts of 
war look like harmless computer games, and in the years to follow, news media began 
moderating their use of graphics. Shrinking budgets sustained this tendency. Info-
graphics are resource intensive. If made well, graphics represent the most expensive 
square millimeters of a printed publication. At the same time, the use of new digital 
cameras had made it much easier and cheaper to publish photographs. Graphics 
 departments dwindled as fast as they had been growing just a few years before.
 At the beginning of the new millennium, infographics seemed all but forgotten – or 
written off as a hobby for nerds. However, with the growth of the internet, graphics 
and their new cousin, data visualization, have enjoyed a renaissance. Improved soft-
ware facilitates animating graphics and making them interactive, and better band-
widths allow users to enjoy these dynamic graphics – and to interact with them.
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“The world of adver-
tising, PR, market-
ing, etc., has hi-
jacked the very 
word ‘ infograph-
ics’”,  Alberto Cairo 
observes in his 
book The Truthful 
Art. “Today, ‘ info-
graphics’ generally 
means puerile post-
ers used as click-
bait. Search on  
the internet and 
you’ll find bland, 
simplistic, and ten-
dentious visuals 
based on shaky 
 data,  designed 
mainly to draw web 
traffic, not to in-
form”. 
This ad, celebrating 
the ”stop” and 

”wow”  effects of 
 infographics, is but 
one example.
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Static 
graphics 
which differ 
from print 
graphics only 
in terms of 
format

Animated  
graphics with 
continuous 
progression  
as in video

 Interactive 
graphics 
which the 
user can 
explore by 
highlighting 
selected 
parts or 
isolating 
certain 
components

Static 
graphics with 
animated 
effects  
(e g columns 
rising from 
zero)

Animated  
graphics with 
user-driven 
progression  
by clicking or 
scrolling

 Interactive 
graphics 
shaped by 
user input. 
The graphic 
appears 
incomplete 
until user 
data is 
entered

LOW HIGH

A practical way to start the production 
of a web graphic is to consider where 
you want to position it on the “scale  
of dynamics”.

User activity, such as simple scrolling, 
can make even a completely static 
graphic appear more dynamic. 

intended. At nytimes.com, a news website with world-class interactive infographics, 
only 10 to 15 percent of readers who visit an interactive visualization actually click on 
anything, and 85 percent of page visitors simply ignore them, missing out on informa-
tion hidden behind interactions.
 When you add the fact that interactive graphics are expensive to produce and that 
making them run smoothly on both desktop, tablet, and mobile can be tricky, the case 
for preferring simpler types of graphics is not hard to make.

Varying degrees of dynamics:  Strengths and weaknesses
Even online, a completely static infographic can work perfectly well if it tells the story 
efficiently. As shown by the example to the right, even simple scrolling can create a 
dynamic experience. However, adding a little bit of animation will catch the eye and 
can draw attention to the point of the graphic. It could be   – or a line chart developing 
from left to right.
 Once again, the secret lies in striking the balance between contrast and affinity. A 
single animated effect will add contrast, and provided that it is highlighting the main 
point of the graphic, the animation will support and hopefully enhance the message. 
By adding more dynamic effects, you’ll risk disrupting the affinity that is needed to 
make one component – the important one – stand out.
 A variant of the simple animation can be seen in the weather maps and 3D graphics 
on TV which can be incorporated in the set design to enable the presenter to walk 

The degree of dynamics in web-based infographics
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Any message 
should be told 
in the simplest 
way possible 
that will not 
reduce under
standing

 The advance of social media has accelerated this development. The ad on page 248 
tries to sell infographics courses with the claim that they ”have stop and wow effect” 
and the communication business (including news media) spends huge amounts of 
time and resources on infographic posters and animations of just about anything. 
When it comes to 3D graphics and augmented reality, we have probably only seen the 
beginning. But for whose sake do we produce this tsunami of visual information? In 
far too many instances, the true answer seems to be: the sender.
 “The world of advertising, PR, marketing, etc., has hijacked the very word ‘info-
graphics’”, Alberto Cairo writes in his book The Truthful Art. “Today, ‘infographics’
generally means puerile posters used as clickbait. Search on the internet and you’ll
see what I mean. (…) You’ll mostly find bland, simplistic, and tendentious visuals
based on shaky data, designed mainly to draw web traffic, not to inform”. 
 It is hard not to be fascinated by all the fancy stuff that is technically possible, and 
with web-based services such as Infogram, Piktochart, Tableau, Canva, and Flourish, 
everyone – even the user who completely lacks graphics or data skills – is just a few 
mouseclicks away from creating unlimited amounts of infographics in slick, profes-
sional design. The outcome appears on the screen as soon as you enter your data. But 
the access to producing graphics that look “finished”, without having to contemplate 
what you actually want to say, can lead to imprecise, unnecessarily complex, and in-
comprehensible results.
 If your top priority is to create understanding, the choice of a complex type of graph-
ic can only be justified if the extra effort needed to process the complex information 
is counterbalanced by better understanding. Allow me to repeat myself: Any message 
should be told in the simplest way possible that will not reduce understanding.
 Your first concern should always be: How simple can I make my infographic? If you 
find that the message comes across clearly with a simple graphic, there’s no good 
excuse for making it more complicated. There can be lots of bad excuses, though. Or-
namentation and an excessive amount of detail can make a graphic look quite flashy 

– and sometimes, a complex design can be easier and quicker to produce than a simple 
one. Simplification often takes time. As Karen Blixen wrote to a friend: “You’ll get a 
long letter because I didn’t have time to write a short one”.
 From a sender’s point of view, the amount of complexity of an infographic corre-
lates (to some extent) with how dynamic it is. The more dynamic effects you want in a 
graphic, the more complicated it will usually be to produce. If you adhere to the prin-
ciple that any message should be told in the simplest way possible that will not reduce 
understanding, a practical way to start the production of a web graphic could be to 
consider where you want to position it on the “scale of dynamics”.
 From the recipient’s point of view, dynamics do not always correlate with complex-
ity. A course of events may be easier to follow when told through dynamic progression 
than if the same sequence was divided into frames, because the dynamic progression 
resembles reality.
 On the other hand, we know that the attention span of web users is generally so 
limited that they seldom finish or explore complex graphics the way their creators had 
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 The maximum degree of dynamics can be found in two types of graphics that allow 
the user to affect the very design of the graphic. One is explorable graphics. They 
 typically represent a complex entirety which the user can explore by highlighting 
selected parts or isolating certain components, thereby focusing on particular “chap-
ters” of the visual story.
 The explorable graphic has two big advantages: 1) The active participation of the 
user increases the chance that the information will be processed by his or her system 
2 and, if meaningful, will be stored as new knowledge. And 2) every time something 
complex is turned into something simple, it creates a feeling of mental satisfaction.
 The potential drawback of the explorable graphic has to do with resource usage, 
both regarding the sender and the recipient of the message. Creating this type of 
graphic is not only time-consuming but also takes considerable coding skills – at least, 
if your ambitions go beyond the pre-produced templates offered by online services. 
And the topic has to appeal to a significant number of users in order to justify the 
amount of work involved. 

The GIF format is 
 effective – and easy 
to work with.  
This GIF shows the 
most popular girls’ 
names in the United 
States between 
1960 and 2012.

Explorable graphics allow users to choose their own individual paths through the story by high lighting selected parts or isolat-
ing certain components. This interactive Sankey diagram shows voter migrations of the 2016 local elections in Berlin. 
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around the graphic and point out the important parts. When used rightly, this ap-
proach has obvious communicative potential. Far too often, however, 3D effects are 
activated even though they add nothing to the story and do not enhance understand-
ing. Every now and then, you can’t help thinking that the producer might simply feel 
bad about having such expensive equipment and not making use of it.
  An animated graphic with continuous progression works like a video sequence and 
can be incorporated in a newscast when you want to explain or substantiate facts. The 
animated graphic is suited for describing a course of events, like explaining how 
something happened. With continuous progression, the graphic will have the same 
strengths and weaknesses as any video sequence: The sender controls the narrative, 
the rhythm, and the editing, and the only way the user can influence how the story 
goes is by pressing the pause button and/or repeat a sequence. 
 In an animated GIF, the progression happens automatically and the user has no 
influence at all. This file type cannot be embedded in a video – but it can be placed in 
an article, just like a photo or an illustration. The GIF format has become popular, not 
least because producing it is quite simple, and if based on a good idea, an animated 
GIF graphic can have a strong impact – sometimes even bolstered by the built-in 

“loop”. A GIF starts over every time the story ends. This can be a bit annoying, but at 
the same time, it makes a GIF hard to ignore.
 An animated graphic can also be interactive so that the user can control the progres-
sion by clicking or scrolling. The obvious advantage is that the user can spend as 
much time on each sequence as is necessary to get the point. However, such graphics 
work only with highly engaged users who care enough about the topic to play along. 

Weather maps and 
3D graphics on TV 
can be incorporat-
ed in the set design 
to enable the 
 presenter to walk 
around the graphic 
and point out the 
important parts. 
When used rightly, 
this approach has 
obvious commu-
nicative potential. 
Far too often, how-
ever, 3D effects are 
activated even 
though they add 
nothing to the story 
and do not enhance 
understanding.
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 If users get the feeling that they can live happily without the information offered by 
the explorable graphic, only nerds will feel inclined to dig deeper into the details. 
 “You should not hide important content behind interactions”, writes Gregor Aisch, 
a former graphics editor at The New York Times and now co-founder/CTO at Data-
wrapper, a prominent online data visualization service. “If some information is crucial, 
don’t make the user click or hover to see it”.
 The smartphone touchscreen also puts limitations to how much interactivity users 
can appreciate. Complex visualizations should include simpler versions for mobile 
users – now a majority of most news media’s audiences.
 In another type of interactive graphics, the appearance is completely shaped by 
user input. The graphic appears incomplete until someone interacts with it and each 
new data set, provided by the user, will lead to a ”new” graphic.
 The opportunities and limitations applying to this type of graphic are similar to 
those of explorable graphics. Creating the framework takes hours of design and cod-
ing, and to justify the use of resources, the expectations for user response must be 
equally high. It helps a lot if the subject of the graphic is related to the user’s own 
personal situation. The odds of people engaging with interactive graphics are much 
better if the topic feels relevant and important to the user.
 An example is the statistics quiz above which was produced by Alan Smith, now the 
data visualization editor at the Financial Times, when working for the British  National 
Office of Statistics. The principle is simple: First, try to guess a number of key figures 
concerning your local community, and second, we’ll tell you the correct values.
 For the first time in the history of the institute, the entire website went down due to 
overload caused by the quiz, so it seems pretty safe to conclude that it must have had 
entertainment value. Part of the reason is probably that users were feeling close to the 
subject, and the rest can be  explained with the element of surprise, as most guesses 
turned out to be wrong by a large margin. Which again adds to the cognitive benefits 

– as information that has caught us by surprise is much more likely to be stored in our 
long term memory.

A couple of exam-
ples from a statis-
tics  quiz, published 
by the British 
 National Office of 
Statistics. Users 
were encouraged  
to try guessing key 
figures concerning 
their  local commu-
nity and then got 
the correct values. 
The quiz caused  
the entire website 
to go down due to 
overload.
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A complete outline of how 
rejected asylum seekers 
were repatriated from the 
EU i 2014. An impressive 
piece of work, indeed.  
The question is, however, 
how many users will 
 engage with the graphic 
and dig deeper into its 
many  details.

Two examples of explorable graphics. 
The map above allows users to see  
how ISIS territory is shrinking  
if they push the slider from right to left.


